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VOL. XXI. NO. 160
NO EXCURSIONS
FOR THIS SUMMER
Pad ucahans Get No Five Dol-
lar Chicago Trip
Test of Two Cent Fare in Illinois 'stay
Keep Several Thousand Dollars
in Paducah.
•
ST. LOUIS TRIPS SUSPENDED.
Heart-rending news to a host of
Paducahans comes in the announce-
meut made this morning by J. T. Don
ovate agent of the Illinois Central
railroad, that the annual $5 excur-
eion to Chicago will not be rue this
year. Crushed by this news the
demolition will be complete with the
announcement that every special rate
in Illinois has been discontinued un-
til further notice, and that means no
more St. Louts excursions.
Every year for many years, the Illi-
nois Central railroad has run an ex-
cursion from Paducah in August.
usually from the leth to the 23d.,
and lasting a week, at the uhusual-
ly reasonable rate of $5 for the round
trip. Hundreds of Paducah people
have enjoyed this excursion, last year
over 60-0 leaving on the dozen coaches
for the Windy City. It has been a
popnlar trip because It gave at a
reasonable cost, a fine outing in a
city, where the attractions are scarce-
ly less in the summer than In the win-
ter
The St. Louts excursions have been
popular, too, and have been as low
as $3 for the round trip, though
usually $3. Not only these two hive
been discontinued, but absolutely no
lower rate than the 2-cent fare that
.went into effeet July 1, will be given
to any point or for any purpose. This
information was Mated emphatically
in Me. Donovan's letter from Chica-
go headquarters_
Try Two Cent Rate.
The Illinois 2-cent rate is responsi-
ble for the discontinuance of the ex-
cursion rates. The railroad wants to
try the new rate completely, without
any special rates to obscure its work-
ings, and as these excursion rates
were based on the old 3-cent rate,
they had to be discontinued to obtain
the desires! result.
The effect ot the suspension of ex-
cursion rates will be different in dif-
ferent cities. St. Louis Red Chicago
business organizations will stand
aghast at the thought of their finan-
cial toes from the operation of the
new order. It means that all the
money spent by thousands of excur-
sionists every summer in Chicago
will be largely curtailed. If 6'40
persons go to Chicago from Paducah,
it can be undergood what it would
meats to Chicago to have all the ex-
cursions from every point in Illinois
or that railroad discorinued. St.
Louis will be almost ag largely af-
fected and a seeing protest to the rail
road from these cities may result, in
a change in the order.
Paducah merchants and business
interests will be benefited by retain-
ing that money in this city, unless
some other outing is planned that
will be as attractive as the Chicago-
St Louis excursions. Tt will keep at
home $1.5.000 to $2000.0 annually.
Other Illinois points not depending
as conpletely on the Illinois Central
may get eounter-exeuritions from
other roads that will be another in-
ducement to that road to reconsider
its order. The sew rate law cut the
fare to Illinois points one-third, but
thet would not be low enough to re-
place the excursion rates.
Mayor releer Is Ill.
Mayor D. A. Yelter who is suffer-
ing from a slight indisposition, re-
mained as borne from his office, but
will be able to leave the house to-
morrow. He has been feeling ill sev-
eral days.
CIGAR LIGHTER
BURNED HER HAT
Miss Gertrude Scott, daughter of
Mr. Will Scott. the hardware man,
was saved from burns by the prompt
action of Dr. J. H. SettleipharmacIst
at MelPherson's drug store, Fourth
street and Broadway. lett evening at
• 6 o'clock. She suffered the loss of a
fine hat, however. Miss Scott was
examining plctures with Dr. Settle,
She stood near the cigar lighter.
Suddenly a hot wave of air blew
against Dr. Sektlels face. and looking
up he saw Mimi Scott's hat attaze. It
had caught from the clear lighter,
• and the flimsy trimming went like a
flash.
Seizing the headgear Dr. Settle
tore It front the smog women's head
regard; s of hatpins, and before she
realised she wit on fire. Asideefrom
a and having her hair palled,
t escaped Injury. But the
,zulard.
FATHER FORECAST.
Fair and continued warm tonight
and Sunday e it its slightly cooler
northwest portion tonight. Highest
temperature yesterday, 98; lowest
today, 72.
•••
BRAINS DASHED.
Rumen, July 6.-When a
freight train rolled into the Ala.
tom yards this morning on top
of one car lay three men, two
with crushed skulls, one dead
and the other dying. The third
was saved from a similar fate
because, too drunk to stand, he
escaped a bridge, which dashed
out the brains of his coMpun-
ions.
NAVAL RETIREMENTS.
Washington, July 6.- The
navy department today retired
Rear Adniirals Peiter, Brownson
and Sands, and Captains Lutze,
Zebro and Couden were promot-
ed to the Vat'llIteteS. bands was
superintendent of the _naval_
academy.
BARNEY OLDFIELD,
Portland, Ore., July 6.-
Brooding over his arrest on the
charge of fraud for alleged
fake racing in an automobile
meet Thursday, Barney ()Meld,
the auto sped marvel, attempt-'
eel to commit suicide this morn-
lug by leaping from a window
of the Portland hotel. He was
restrained only by the united
efforts of his wife and detect ire's.
TO MEET BOYCOTT.
Wz:shington, July O.- Re-
sponding to the urgent impor-
tunities of a number of .tmeri-
can chambers of cot lllll ewe and
other conimercial organizations,
especially in the northwest and
on the Pacific coast, the state
department Is mapping out a
plan to anticipate a possible
general boyrott of American
goods in Japan. The policy
will he fully arranged by special
representatives now on the way
to Japan. IP
HAY N'OOD TRIAL.
Boise, July 6.-Uncle Sans
delayed the Haywood trial to-
day. Depositions on the way
from San Franciscomilky mail
failed to arrive and Attorney
Darrow, for the defense, sought
a recess until Monday. • Jurors./
objected, but Judge Wood de- -k
claredtherequest reasonable and
granted the recess.
RENEW STRIKE.
(34-evehesid, The--
strike of union employes of the
Aniericay Shipbuilding company
was unexpeeteilly renewed today
The men who returned to eork
last Monday practically on the
eompanj's terms, went out today
because of strikebreakers being
retained.
ENGLISH NAVY.
London, July 0.-England's
navy is demoralised and skele-
tonized crews managing huge
vessels are inefficiently trained.
That the officers are hook taught
is given as the reileMill for the
alarming state of affairs pictura,
ed today in a tiensational article'
the Spectator presents. The SAN
tivity of the American navy Is
Apposed to have inspired the
art icle.
EDDY CASE.
Concord, N. H., July 0.-The
two most noted alienist!' in New
England nerd' appointed today
to assist Judge Aldrich in de-
termining the competency and
Manit of Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy,
head of the Christian Science
church. It was thought best to
have the matter decided ft-ow a
medical as well as a legal Psttind-
DENIED MOTION FOC NEW TRIAL
I
New
'
York Central Railroad Company
Heavily Fined for, Failure.
Rochester. N. Y., July 6.-The New
York Central Railroad company was
fined $15,000 in the federal court
Oil, afternoon for failure el file rates
Welch* ShipMent of oil for the Stand-
ard 'bit company. The verdict of
guilty was recentIe fehdered against
the company and today Judge Hazel
denied a motioa for a new trial.
Some week last year
NEARLY $100,000
CLEARINGS JUMP
This Week Beats Fine Week
One Year Ago
Money in Local Banks Being Used,
According To Report of
Clearing House.
THE LOCAL BUSINESS OUTLOOK
Bank clearings $947,858
$848,276
Increase $119,a811
Reaching nearly a million dollars
this week, the bank clearings show
a substantial increase over the cor-
responding week of 1906, which it-
self was a good week. Payment of
the semi-annual dividends both of
the banks and other corporations
stimulated the circulation and the
general circulation of money incident
to the close of the first half of the
year, have contributed to the fine
showing.
Paducah business machinery stop-
yed more generally and completely
July Fourth than on any holidey ex-
cept Christmas, the city has ever
known. With only fiv• days to tran-
sact business the clearings take an
added significance. The retail stores
have Started their semi-annual clear-
ance sales, which will be felt next,
however. Wheat is being harvested
and will help conditions to further
recover from the spring depression,
giving the farmers money to buy
needed farm machinery and to make
other Improvements. 'With something
like normal dural condltious, the lo-
cal wholesale houses will see a pick-
ing up in their sales. Tobacco is still
active.
CROWD ATTENDS
IIRYFIELD RACES
Five Events He Yesterday
and Two Attractive'i Purses
Were Takek Down By The
%inners
POSTMASTER KEY liPPRICKEN.
Mayfield, Ky.. July 6.-(Special)
-Another large crowd witnessed the-
races at the fair grounds today. Yes-
terday's events weneentf satisfacto-
rily. Five races were held. .
Trotting rase. Purse. $75. Won
by Mary Key.
Running race. Oee Mlle. Purse
$100. Won by Wyom-ing.
Running race. Six furlongs. Purse
$200. Won by Sir Walter. Hockley, a
Louisville .horse, second.
Pacing race. Purse $200. Won
by Reelfeot.
The ostrich again took the half
mile dash for $100.
Post matiter Key Overcome.
Mayfield, Ky., July 6.-(Special)
--Postmaster Wallace Key was
overcome by heat yesterday after-
noon, while attending the races. He
Was carried home and is resting well
'today; but unable tO be at his of-
fice. It is expected he will be out in a
day or two.
Married at Metropolis. .
Metropolis, Ill., July 6, (Special.)
- James P. Floyd, of Paducah, and
Effie E. Farthing, of Mayfield, were
married here July 4 by Magletrate
Thomas Liggett.
Oounty Jailer Jasper. of Pulaski
county. ill., was in Paducah yester-
day searching for Walter Smith, col-
ored, who escaped from his jail on
Thursday night.
RACE WITH DEATH
ENDED AT CAIRO
(Niro. Ills July 6.-A 3,000 mile
race against death, in which a special
train and a specially chartered river
tug were used as a last resort, was
won egorly this morning, when Mrs.
Naugle, wife of J. A, Naugle, smite-
ant president of the Mexican railroad
arrived in Cairo after a fast trip from
Mexico city, to 'be at the 'bedside of
her dying father. P. W. Barclay.
Mrs. Naugle left Mexico City at 9 p.
ne Monday. Ile arrived at Poplar
Bluff, Mo. yesterday at 1:30 p. rn.
too late to take the regular Iron
Mountain trait) dtie here .early last
evening. The next train ftar Cairo
was not due until 7tle o'cloCk this
morning, which would have arrived
shortly after nood. '
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Road Improvements Will
Not Prevent Any Building
---
County Judge Lightfoot Takes
Issue With County Attorney
Alben Barkley in Regard to
Proposed Bond Issue
SAYS IT WILL RE A SAVING
"In case of fire, earthquake, or
any other calamity which might de-
stroy the county Ian or' court house,
the county could rebuild, even if
bonds to the amount of $100,000 for
cdenty road improvements had been
issued."
This is the declaration of county
Judge R. T. Lightfoot, and he says
the county would have something
left over.
"I see where County Attorney
Barkley does not favor issuing bonds
specifically for county road improve-
ments", be commented. "Well, I will
Just explain a few things that have
been overlooked. If we issue $100,-
000 bonds for road improvements, it
will, of course, reach the limit of in-
debtedness, and we can issue no
more bonds for any purpose until
the debt is wiped out. Attorney Bark-
ley overlooks the fact that we will
have no regular road levy to make
If the bond issue is voted and this
year it was 22 cents. We could take
only 15 cents of the road levy and
build a new jell. The fact that good
roads are what we need and what
farmers demand, must not be over-
looked. r find the sante persoas un-
favorable to a new jail or court house
unfavorable to gravel county roads.
I find them nearly always persons
with no property, and taxes to pay.
It is not the taxpayers, who do the
kicking, for it metres lees taxes in
the long run.
"Every year we have to build dirt
roads. During the winter they watt
away, and the next year we have
to do the work over. This costs a
great deal and in the long run costs
more than a dozen gravel roads
would. As an illustration of ,what
gravel roads do in the way of econo-
my I will take a gravel road built
four years ago from Lone Oak to
the Graves county line, eight miles.
In four years that road has cost the
county but $20.
Graves Residents To Annex.
"So envious are Graves vounty far-
mers of EcCracken'e roads that they
will ask the legislature to annex
three miles of northern Graves coun-
ty to McCracken county In order that
good roads may be had. They know
that McCracken keeps up her roads.
A petition has been filed in 'Graves
county court asking for this action,
and attorneys will be seat to Frank-
fort to engineer the bill at the next
session.
"They want good roads In Graves
county and not being able to get
them. they desire to become part of a
county, where they can. No better
testimonial of a progressive county
collet be secured•7.
Prof. Oldreive Postpones Date.
Mr Saundere Fowler held a long
distance conference with Prof. C. W.
Oldreive in Greenville. Miss., this
morning and the water walking ex-
hibition arranged for Sunday by
Prot. Oldretve will not be given on
element of his wife being injured
and preventing their leaving P' is
probable !ha' the exhibition will. be
given next Sunday. Jely 14.
PONY DRINKS AT BAR,
William Baker, sportsman
and unique tanner, created a
sensation at Fourth street and
Broadway last evening with his
mascot, "Skidoo", a nine-
monthe-old Shetland pony stand-
ing 30 inches high and weighing
he's than 100 pounds. He was
presented ,t0 Bilker by the Gen-
try Brost. wheat the Gentry allow
played Paducah last. Baker for-
merly raised Shetland potties
and became well k •n for his
skill in training them He was
once employed in the Flakes. sa-
loon and walking into the place'
With his pony following behind
ordered drinks for two. The bar-
tender looked inquiringly at
him, not seeing the small pony.
Raker made another signal and
immediately two tiny hoofs nie
peared on the bar and a small
horse's head looked inquiringly
at the men behind the bats Ba-
ker visited many saloons and
his mascot attracted as much at-
tention as a circus perasle might.
RERATE PADUCAH
FOR INSURANCE
Former Electrical Inspector
Says City is in Good Condit-
ion and Wiring is Done in
Approved Fashion
WM. RETURN HERE SHORTLY.
‘Villiam J. Gilsdorf, formerly elec-
treed inspector for the city, but now
state inspector for the board of un-
derwriters, is in Paducah, arriving
yesterday afternoon, and will remain
for a day or two. He will leave Sun-
day for thhe
• 
extreme eauthwestern
portion of the state, but will return
again in a week or two.
"Paducah will be rerated whan I
return," he stated, "I have been
winding -up a few odds and ends fer
the Illinois Central road lately and
Intended getting to Paducah many
months ago. Pressing business else-
where kept me away, but then Padu-
cah is far in advance of many cities
in electrical wiring. I know what
wiring done here under my super-
in electrical wiring. I know that
inspects McPherson has seen well
to all new wiring. Assured that Pa-
ducah was being well attended to I
did not hasten my arrival."
100 HOGSHEADS
OF TOBACCO SOLD
A. N Veal, salesman of the Dark
Tobacco Mowers assorlation. sold
100 hogsheads of tobacco this morn-
tag. Loaf brought from $8.S11 to $1,2
it hundred and lugs brought from
06.60 to $it a, hundred. The next sale
will be held Tuesday afternoon at 3
o'clock.
FINDS PARTIES
TO CLEAR TITLE
Judge Puryear in Communi-
cation With Former Owners
of Jackson St. School Prop-
erty Recently Purchased
WILL Tilleitf RELEASE W)ND.
Judge E. H SPuryear has at last
located Mr. Robert Knuckles and
wife, who gave a deed to the property
now owned by the school board where
the Jackson street building is being
erected, which was defective and
which prevented the persons who sold
the property to the school board,
from giving a clear title. They live
in Ogemah, Indian Territory. and
Judge Puryear has sent the deed to
them to be signed. "then they do
that and the deed is returned to
Judge Puryear, the bond given by
Mr. Fred Nagel to protect the school
board from any damage that might
result from the defective title will be
released.
On looking up the title of the lack-
son street property about to he
bought by the school board, Judge
Puryear found that part of It owned
by Mr. and Mrs. Knuckles several
years ago, had been conveyed to the
persons who sold it to the school
board, with the defective title, but to
Mr. *end Mrs. Knuckles signing the
deed in each otherli presence. The
law requires the husband and wife
to be separated when this is done.
Not desiring to delay the purchase of
the property by the school board, Mr.
Nagle, then owning the property,
gave a bond to the board guarantee-
ing the title. Judge Puryear then
started the searth 3r Mr. and Mrs.
Knuckles, which hi now terminated
after two months. '
TODAY'S RE4.!ORDWAY RE
EQUAL TO YESTERDAY'S
Few persons realized that yester-
day was the hottest day of the year
with a temperature of 98. Other dare
have caused more suffering when the
thermometer was only at 91. It all
depends on the moleture in the at-
mosphere and yesterday the atmos-
phere was dry. Today at 1:30
o'clock it was 95 degrees and proba-
bly will go as high or higher than
yesterday, as the hottest part of the
day comes between 2 and 4 o'clock
t'p to this date, 12 Inches more of
rain have fallen this ylar than fell in
the corresponding six months of
last year.
Staff Meeting Monday.
Monday at Louisville a staff meet-
ing will be held by Supt. A. H. Egan
and among Paducah officials who will
attend tre Traveling Engineer Fee-
ney, Tralnmaster Page, Master Me-
chanic Fulmer, Agent Donovan tend
Chief Dispatcher Thomas. The staff
of both Louisville and Paducah dis-
tricts will be In attendance, ,
Presklent Plentrinpi„
Oyster Bay., July 6.- President
Roosevelt and family are picnicing
today on the shore at Lloyds Neck.
They left early with well-filled lunch
baskets.
Fireman Henry Rhue, of 'statton.
No I, resigned effective at noon to-
day, and will leave tonight at 6:P6
o'clock for Indian Territory to work
for the government,
JOHN D. IN COURT
IN REBATE CASE
Attorney For Standard Ob-
jects to Jurisdiction
Series of Formal Motions Are Over-
ruled and Judge Landis Insists
on Hearing Case.
LARGE CROWD IN ATTENDANCE:
Chicago, July 6.-John D. Rocke-
feller arrived in federal court today,
some time before theh judge came.
The room was crowded with promi-
nent men, admission being by card
When court convened Attorney Miller
for the Standard recited the history
of the-case and stated that since ad-
journment of court it had latt juris-
diction. He moved for dismissal of
:tase. The motion was overruled.
er then made several formal mo-
tions, objecting to summoning of wit-
eases, etc. The court promptly over-
ruled them, Fred A. Vann, former
general freight agent of the Chicago
eipAlton road, once fined $200,00t)
for giving rebates, was the first wit-
ness. Judge Landis and District At-
torney Sims began questioning him.
Takes the Stand.
John D. Rockefeller was called to
the stand at 11:1:5 and stated his
name.
He said he was the preeident of the
Standard Oil company of New Jer-
sey. The position is an honorary
one, he has rendered no service
whatever for eight or ten years.
When asked if he knew the out-
standing capital of the company, At-
torney Sillier objected. It was over-
ruled by 'Judge Landis.
Rockefeller then answered the out-
standing capital is approximately an
hundred milion dollars.
Landis asked Rockefeller his im-
pression of the Standard's tinsinexe.
"The Standard Oil company has a
refining plant to refine oil," replied
the witness., "That was its business.
It would be impossible for ale to
make a correct answer to your ques-
tion.-
Rockefeller said he did not 'know
what dividends were 04. el's bet no
doubt some of the compeny's officials
who were present, could tell.
In answer to other questions refills
tive to the Standard's basness.
Rockefeller replied: "I don'tse-oow."
In all answers Rocketatillr threw
the burden of resporethility inside
the workings of the Standard Oil
company of N4•V' Jersey.
Rocketeger was excusen and after
other witnesses had testifed the
case was continued until Monday
eithout passing sentence, when de-
fense will be permitted to introduce
testimony to show the Standard Oil
company of New Jersey does not con-
trol or own the Standard Oil com-
pany of Indiana
What Is To Be Proven.
It was from witnesses summoned
that Landis hopes to obtain the infor-
mation that will guide him fixing the
amount of the fines to be Rimmed
upon the Indiana corporation, recent-
ly found guilty of accepting conces-
sions from the Alton railroad on the
shipment of oil from Whiting, Ind.,
to East St. Louis, ill., and St. Louis
Mo This is what the court wants to
know before he decides whether or
not to impose the maximum tine of
$29,240,44111 against the Standard
Oil company of Indiana:
What corporation owns the stock
of the defendant eompany?
What capital has this holding coma
pan y ?
What were The earnings of the
holding company in 1P03, 19.04 andi
1905?
Who owns the Union Tank Line
company!
What paynebt did the Allot, rail-
road make to use of the cars of the
Union Tank Line during the period
covered by the Indictment on whicla
the company was oonvicted?
How many cars of oil were shipped
ever all lines from Whiting to St.
Louis and East t. Louis. 111?
Why was rate of ten cents Inserted
teome 
of Alton's waybills during
t  eovered by indictment?
FIRST DISTRICT
EDITORS TO MEET
Judge E. Barry. editor of the Bees
ton Tribune-Democrat, and tempor-
ary chairman of the committee a
pointed to organise the First Corm
Monal District Newspaper Legg
has called the first meeting at
Palmer House Saterday. Jet,'
This league wee decided upon at.
recent tneevne of the state pubil
ere' mew Leagues have
organii, . ether districts and
have beneficial.
I
•
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EvENING St‘is.
money for 4 license which Via8 nut
granted.
' The aldermen accepted the propo-
sitiou of property owners on Plunk-
ett's hill to dedicate property for
street purposes.
A number of mistakes is making
out p011 tax Wile in which several
persons paid twice *ere referred to
the auditor and city &meteor to make
corrections and the money was order-
ed refunded. .
All the aldermen were present
last night and the minutes of the last
meeting and of the joint meting were
adopted with two minor changes.
Why is Sugar Sweet?
If sugar did not dissolve in the
mouth you could not taste the sweet.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL
TONIC is as strong as the strongest
bitter tonic, but you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolve
readiiy in the acids of the stomach.
Is just as good for Grown People as
for Children. The First and Origi-
nal Tasteless Chill Tonic. The Stand-
ard for 30 years. 5.0c. 4
BASEBALL NEWS
National League 
R H E
New York  3 7 0
Brooklyn  1 8 0
Batteries—Ames and Bowerman;
Scan-Ion and Bergen.
Pittsburg 
St. Donis 
Batteries --Liefleld and
McGlynn and Marshall.
R H E
9 6 0
1 5 2
Phelps;
American League \
R H E
Cleveland  2 10 4)
New York  1 5 0
Batteries—Hess and Bemis; Hogg
and Thomas.
R H E
Detroit  9 18 4
Philadelphia  5 11 2
Batteries---Donovan and Schmidt;
Dygert, Waddell and Schreck.
River Stages.
Cairo  25.9
Chattanooga  4.5
Cincinnati  13.5
Evansville  10.7
Florence  3.0
Johnsonville  6.4
Louisville  5.6
Mt. Carmel  4.3
Nashville  8.5
Pittsburg  3.3
St.. Louis  20.0
Mt. Vernon  10.0
Paducah  13.2
0.7
0.1
9t1.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.4
04
0.9
0.7
0.G
fall
fall
fall
rise
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
falli
fall
—fall
Work has been as plentiful at the
local shipbuilding „ants for this
i I !lit usual but with
the fall In all the river* they 'switi
have more than they can handle. As
long as the rivers stay up packets
and towboats remain in the trade„
The ways has a big job in repairing
the St. Joseph, and other jobs will
come later.
The C. M. Pate, a fine looking tow-
boat, arrived from Nashville yester-
day to go on the dry docks for re-
pairs. With the Nellie already out
the two boats will keep the entirc
force of the docks at work. The ('.
M. Pate will be lifted out Moncia,
morning.
J. M. Twitchell, secretary of ti,
Paducah marine ways, has a civil a..
relic In the shape of a 3-cent pie+
of currency. It was made in 18.•,
and would bring a high price if sob.
to the coin collectors, as this issue
Is extremely rare. It is about two
inches long by an Inch and a half
wide and looks like our bills of to-
day otherwise. A great des) of small
change was printed at that time but
Its destructibility has made it'
scarce.
The Kentucky has been receiving
freight all day at the wharfboat for
the Tennessee river trip this evening
at 6 o'clock.
Captain 'rank Brown, what-twee-
ter, is still sick, but probably will be
out next week.
Frank Street is one of the office
force at the wharfboat during the
summer months.
The Peters Lee arrived this after-
noon from Cincinnati with a big trip
and left after taking freight, princip-
ally brick, for Memphis.
The Saltine will arrive late this
afternoon or tonight from the Ten-
nessee river going out for St. Louis.
The Savannah will arrive this even-
ing from St. Louie for the round trip
to the tennessee river.
The American left late yesterday
afternoon for the upper Te
river with coal and sand for govern-
Ment work.
The Mary Achael arrived yester-
day afternoon from the Hatch Is river
with a tow of logs for the Palmer-
Ferguson mills.
The Martha Henne is at Joppa to-
day unloading a tow of ties brought
in yesterday afternoon from the Ten-
nessee river.
A fall of .6 was registered on the
gauge this morning for the last 24
hours. The stage is 13.2 and on the
same date last year was 8.9.
The John S. Hopkins had a good
Satiirday'S trip In the Evansville
trade today.
The Chattanooga will arrived from
Chattanooga Sunday night and then
will decide about continuing the
trade. A good trip of passengers and
freight await the Chattanooga and it
Is probable that another trip will be
made.
The Duabar will make one trip
next week arriving Wednesday and
leaving the same day for Natthville.
The George Cowling will run a
special excursion Sunday to Metrop-
olis.
The Dick Fowler had a good pas-
senger trip and fair freight business
in the Cairo trade today.
capt. ruwrd Woolfolk. it well
known elver pilot and lumber in-
spector of Paducah Ky., was In Cairo
yesterday on his way to Chicago and
•
RIDS THE SYSTEM
OF MALARIA
Malaria is an atmospheric poison which we unconsciously breathe into
our system. The blood in its constant passage through the lungs absorbs the
genus, and they destroy the rich, red corpuscles of this vital fluid and reduce
it to ouch a weak, watery condition that it is unable to properly nourish the
system, and disease gets a foothold. Then the symptoms of Malaria, snch
as pale, sallow complexions, weak vitality, poor appetite, deranged digestion,
and perhaps chills and fever show that the trouble is affecting every part of
the body. Malaria also affects the liver, producing a chronic state of bilious-
ness, and often a long spell of fever follows when the blood bccornes fully
contaminated with the poison. Chronic Sores and Ulcers, boils, aches and
pains, and skin affections of various kinds often result from this insidious I
disease if the poison is allowed to accumulate in the blood in sufficient quan-
tities. Malaria must be removed from the systenS through the circulation,
and for this purpose nothing equals S. S. S. This great remedy goes down
into the blood and drives out all germs, microbes and poisons, and perma-
nently cures Malaria, S. S. S. not only cleanses the blood of the cause, but
furnishes it with the healthful properties it needs, so that instead of a weak,
germ-infected stream, spreading disease throughout the system, it becomes
a rich, red fluid, nourishing the body and enabling it to resist disease.
S. S. S. is also the greatest of all tonics, and builds up and invigorates theentire system while ridding the blood of the germs of Malaria. Persons who
are suffering from Malaria will be pleased with the prompt and pleasant re-
sults produced by the use of S. S. S., and can take it with confidence because
it is an absqlutely safe medicine, being fr.& from harmful minerals of any
kind. Book on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all
who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinkler
All H IF?iveiros
,Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot   20c
ED. D. HANNAN
_ The Sanitary Plumber
.132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kvutucky Avenue.
points -Michigam—Cairo Bulletin.
Official/ Foretaste.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
vernon, not mutt change during the
next 24 hours. At Paducah and
Cairo, will continue falling during
the next several days,
The Tennessee at Florence, will
probably fall slowly during the next
36 hours. At Johnsonville not much
change during the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo, and the Wabash at
Mt. Carmel, will continue falling dur
lug the next 24 to 36 hours.
Worse Men Than Fat Men.
Secretary Taft has tried various
formulas for reducing weight, and
perhaps has succeeded to some ex-
tent, but he could not have been a
small or spare man with his line of
progenitors. Nobody can outwork Cr
outtravel him, and his pllyst,al en-
dowment therefore is better than
common. Carieaturists find many,
worse things in the celebrities of the
day than a tendency to get above the
250-pound mark. The fact is that
the lean laugh athe fat with a
tistich of envy while the fat laugh at
things generally from a genial sense
of humor and friendly feeling. Sec-
retary Taft will continue to smile as
he works and munches his glutten
biscuit.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Actress—Did my death scene seem
realistic?
Th1satrical Manager—I should say
so! Why, a life insurance director in
the audience fainted dead away!--
Minneapolis Tribune,
The average hand of the man is
from one inch to an inch and throe-
quar;ers longer than the woman's
average
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
American-German National Bank
Capital ...... • • • MIA • • • • • • • • ..... $230,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits   100,000.00
Stockholders liability .  230,000.00
• .... •
Total    ...... • .............$560,000.00
Total resources  at. $085,453.23
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Fetter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. II Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad, Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...,
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable pi IGCS and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY' COMPANY
Livery and Bearding Bars.
INCORPORATED
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
NNW\ 
W. F. Paxton. R. Rudy,
President Cashier.
P. Puryear
Assists,nt Caribie7..
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Capital ,.-••• •••-•- ... ... -•-••• •-•-•a-••••-• •arr
Surplus • • ID  • meor • 30,00e
Stockholders Ilabilhy . 100,000
$100,0011
Total security to depoaiSore  .0260,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited, We appreciate
small SLR Well as large depositors and lierOrd to 11111 the Panes
c•aurteotts treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NW IriS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOOI.
Third and Broadway
P.
AFkillip go.
tIO--s011
ur
6aturdaq
fdlight
`One Your
6ale
)tents of Zxeeptional
Value 9rieed Zelow
for Veriod tnlq
From 7:30 to 8:30 we have
on Saturday night another of
our "Saturday night advertis-
ing specials." You have at-
tended one or all, as the case
may be. but you surely don't
want to miss this Saturday
night sale, for besides from the
out-of the-ordinary prices quoted
below we are going to give you
another
Unknown
item that will certainly appeal
to every economical woman,
and you don't want to be one
of those left out. Be on time,
7:30 to 3:30 will(
Garden Hats, pink and blues, navies—just what
you need for morning wear in the garden or for
 1 9C
the flower care, 50c and 25c
values 
50 doz. pairs white or black Ladies' Lace (loves,
silk or lisle, wrist length,just the thing for every
day wear, some in the assortment that sold as
high 
forward at..... ...... .....
as $1.00: We put the whole lot 1 9c
Ladies' Lisle Hose, summer weight, our excep-
ceptional 50c value in brown, black and white.
we are going to price, in lots $ 
of three pairs, for this hour.
I
 I 00
25 pieces of best quality
regular loc value mostly,
went, for the period
priced at 
Dress loughams, our
pinks in color assort
—..-- 5c
6 pieces of 36-inch wide Butchers Linen fbr
skirts, dresses, etc., a beauty, soft finish quality.
prieed for this hour at
per yard 1 4C
25 mitre end Rugs, beautiful line of patterns,
both in light and dark designs,
for this period at. 50c
20 pieces of 30-inch wide Madras Cloth, wJite
ground with neat pattern design in blue, b'ni k
or red, our regular 20c and 15c
assortment, for this period at.... ..... 1 1 C
Unknown Jpeeial
'lc :Pune ̀ Orders. Xo ̀Charges
. TI1E PADU'CA
!NO ADVANTAGE TO
EITHER COMPANY
Aldermen Put Both Telephones
on Same Basis
Nay the Home Company's Franchise
Must Be Fair, Else It Would
Home Declined.
NO LICENSE rtill SMITH BROS.
If the presen4 plan of the city so-
licitor to offer for sale a franchise to
conduct a telephone in Paducah an-
nother franchise will have to be
brought in, for hum night at its first
reading the aldermen thought it too
liberal and rejected,it.
Alderman Stewart opened hostili-
ties by stating some objections to its
adoption. In substance he said that
It was beneficial to the East Tennes-
see Telephone company OT whoever
purchased it and detrimental to the
city's interest. It is more than the
company asked in the compromise
offered and the Home Telephone cow
patty might buy the franchise and
operate under it. Alderman Stewart
thought was not right.
Another reason offered was that no
toll connection was offered in the
county and the chief tendency was to
abolish competition. With the state-
anent: "I am against it," Alderman
-Stewart took his seat.
City Solicitor explained several
points and pointed out that a reason-
able frandlise must be offered to have
any effect in the court. .,
Alderman Hannan took up the dis-
cussion and stated he thought both
companies should be put on the same
basis.
City Solicitor Campbell added that
the company could not count its sub-
scribers in the county in fixing the
rate, and ample provision has been
left for the control of the corporation
by the state; since states are rapidly
taking jurisdiction over companies.
Alderman Stewart was perfectly
agrealde to the offering for sale of a
franchise; only he thought it should
be a duplicate of the one under
which the Home Telephone company
operates. He understood the Home
company drew up its franchise and
it must be fair for the compa,ny. On
the roll call: Palmer, Chambliu,
Hank and Hubbard, voted "aye;" and
Baker, Hannan, Smith and Stewart,
.'nli}he'T motion was declared lost.
No license for Smith Bros.
Smith Bros. failed to have a 11-
license granted them last night, but
the matter was referred to the joint
license committee for investigation,
to see that W. M. Mitchell has no
connection with the ealoon. Mayor
Yelsor, who vigorously opposes the
license until an investigation is made,
was at the meeting only a short time
on account of illness, and asked that
it be referred to the license commit-
tees.
Senator Wheeler Campbell was
present and produced the bill of sale
and also a sworn statement by Mitch-
ell to the effect that he had no con-
nection with the saloon. Patrolman
Rogers was present and stated that
gangs of men and boys congregate at
the place and neighbors complained
of their conduct. The license com-
mittee will investigate and report
back to the board.
On the request of Alderman Hub-
bard the license of George H. ('hand-
ler, 204 Kentucky avenue, was held
up.
()dices in the city hall during the
months of July, August and Seplem-
ber will be closed on Saturday after-
noons. This request was received
from several of the offieers, and the
request was granted unanimously.
President Palmer made the sug-
gestion that the city solicitor investi-
gate and see if an ordinance wert iii
to prevent bells being rung of the
streets early in the morning and if
not to have the ordinanee committee
bring in 'such an ordinance.
Ordinances will be brought in for
the improvemeat of the alleys asked
by the coal dealers.
Will use Concrete.
As to the merits of concrete eon-
strtiction for curbing and gutters
City Engineer Washington was called
upon for a statement and he said
good concrete had been placed here,
but he had recommended that the
city discontinue laying it. For the
curbs on Broadway and Jefferson
street, Alderman Hubbard wished
stone to be used but the motion lost
First and second passages were given
the ordinance.
Permiseipn was granted for the
improvement of Jefferson boulevard
by the property owners and the trac-
tion company. Alderman Stewart
Waif the only member casting a die-
sentig vote.
Miscellaneous.
The city treasurer's report for
June was received and filed. On hand
June 1, $19,139.13; paid out during
June, 617,865.88; received, $67,098.
leaving a balance on hand. of $68,-
37t.74. Accounts amounting to $14,-
4.18.05 were allowed.
Resignations of Dr. .1. G. Brooks
from the hospital board, and Henry
McGee stud .1. T. Yates frbm the
board of health, were received.
Several changes In ownership of
lots In Oak Grove cemetery were rat-
ified by the board. These have been
allowed by the council
E. W. Berry use ot de
Wade Brown Earle Jaynes'
BROWN & JOYNES COAL CO.
Agents for
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURfi COAL
Nortonville Coal Pittsburg Coal
Lump, per bushel . . . 13c
Nut, per bushel . . . . . . 12c
Lump, per bushel . . . . 14c
Cord Wood and Kindling
Ninth aincli Ilarri.son
• ......RORPARP •
• •
lateeg.)
(lid Phone 4
•..A.o.ese•Aar,APINA*14A•fla•A•Ar,••••ANATIAIA
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Week In Society.
Life—what Is It"
Ah, who knows!
Just a. visit,
I suppose:
Joy and sorrow
For a day,
Thou tomorrow
, Were away,
Youth, and morning;
Manhood, noon;
Age—the warning—
Night cornea soon;
Shines a star to
Light us; then
'Tea not far to
Home again.
—Frank Dempster Sherman in
December Ateauttc
the
A gloom was ca,t over society this1
week by the (loath of two of the
most popular matrons in the city. In
the death of Mrs. Anna Lee Parham
and Mrs. Henry Bradley two of the
noblest women of the city are lost.
Many of the parties and dances for
the week were tostponed.
Fourth of July came this week, but
the older folk were willing to sit by
and see the-younger Americans keep
the day with crackers and noises.
Still many had a quiet day in the
country, where dhener was served
and a good rest taken.
Thoughts that the summer is rap-
idly departing and with the-hottest
part on hand society turns to the
summer resort and country and a
rest from the strenuous llfe. So next
week we may look forward to chiefly
informal parties.
•In Honor of Brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wathen gave
a launch party last night up the Ten-
nessee river in honor of Mr. Wathen's
brothers, Mr. C. W. Wathen, of Hen-
derson, and Mr, James Wathen, of
Oklahoma. Supper was served at a
stop made in a cozy place on the river
Those who made the trip were: Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Wathen, Mr. James
and Mr. C. W. Wathen, Mr. and Mrs.
!James Caehon, and Miss Lillie Gee-
Birthday Party.
Miss Jincye Smith entertained yes-
terday afternoon in honor of the
tenth birthday of Miss Mettle Veal-
se and the ninth birthday of Miss
'eary Smith, of Clarksville, Tenn.
The decorations were in red, white
thd blue and these were extended to
the refreehments. To the amuse-
ment of the guests many games were
played.
Those preseht were: Misses Anne
May Hannan, Sadie May
F-lizabeth Miller, Blanche Overstreet
Elizabeth • Overstreet, Mary Smith,
Annie Smith, Ruth Hinkle, Laura
Torones, Katherine Williamson, Fren
ces Soule, Emily Schroeder, Irma
Dreamt, Lucile Rawleigh, Myra Gil-
bert, Mildred Wahl, Louise Thomp-
son, Dorothy Wahl, Franees Thomp-
son, Mary McQuan, Marian Wright.
Martha Wallace, Mary Smith, Will
'LeRoy, Mark Smith, Harry Utter-
back, and Masters Robert Utterback
'Jehn Griffin. John Flegle. Williem
!Wright, Albert Wahl, Palmer Janes,
Jenn Williamson, Tom Rivers, Theo.
Moore, Whey-tie Rives, Smite rilace,
!Jack and Lawrence Smith, of Clarks-
:vine, Tenn.
Picnic on the Fourth.
I Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Billings gavepicnic across the river the Fourth
and an enjoyable day was spent.
The party had great sport fishing and
boat riding. In the party were: Mr.
land Mrs. Ben J. Billings. Mr. -anti
'Mrs. Frank Moore, Misses Vera Davis,
Arnita and Lougenia Billings, Loret-
ta Billings and Messrs. Floyd Harris,
James eVadlington and Robert Hay-
den. ,
—40—
Pleasantly Entertained.
The Misses Scopes entertained at
the' residence of their father, Mr.
Thomas Scopes. Friday eight in hon-
or of the Misses Desete Pewitt, Patty
!Mae Sigmond and Sallie Dawes, of
f•Fulton. The lawn was prettily
lighted with. Japanese lanterns. Re-
freshments were served. Those pres-
eft were: Mimics* Zada and Ada Stew-
art, Bettie and Ellis Payne. Susie
eind May MeKintosh, Laura -Bette
as Lida Prince, Emma and Jerdle
Harris, Cora and Minnie Sinn:wens,
Ruth Burton, Bessie Warford, Jim-
mie Rein, Maggie Burger and Messrs,
Walter Gillman, Tom Clarke. Sadie
Webb, Joshua and Lewis McKintosh,
Lee Collier, Leslie Payne, Charley
Hurley, Lynn B. Phipps, Frank.
Charlie and Albert Burger, Dr. and
Professor Coleman and Herdon
Yancey.
Miss Bloomfield itatertalas.
Miss Joe Bloomfield was hostess to
a pretty card party yesterday aftet-
noon at her home in the country.
,The guests of honor were Mrs. 0. W.
tit!le of Owensboro, and Mrs. B. Fe
ape:and, of St. Louis. The visitors'
nize weer to Mrs. Copeland and Mist
„Nara Park won the first prize. Miss
Patine Houston won the consolation
prize. After the game refreshments
were set -red the guests.
For Miss Clark,
Mrs. James C. Utterback enter-
tained informally yesterday morning
it her country borne in Arcadia in
honor of Miss Mary Clark, of Hop-
einsville, who:3 is the guest of Miss
Ethel Sights. It was limited to the
younger set. The decorations were
In the national colore. The first prize
went to MiF,E. Sadie Smith and the
visitors' prize was won by Mtge Mar-
garet Sutton, of Zanesville, 0. The
guest of honor was presented with a
gold lace pin.
_see_
u tic h Party.
Complimentary to Mr. Bell Gard-
ner and Mr. J. 'Louie Gibbons a
launch party was given Monday after-
noon. The party made the run to
Smithland, where supper was served
before returning to the city.
Ice Cream Supper,
The Rebekahs gave an ice cream
social Monday evening on the yard
of the "Three Links" building and it
was a success In every way. The
ladies extend thanks to Professor
Jackson and his band for furnishing
music during the evening.
For Visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCann, 1041
Jefferson street gave a delightful sur-
prise party Wednesday evening in
complimeut to Mimi Maud McCuteh•
eon? of Memphis, and Mr. Hanson
xn. NE!sTING BUN
McCanUi. who wss inane foe at short
visit. The house was prettily deco-
dated In the nattonal colors and
dainty refreshments were served the
guests.
Fitch Fry.
An old fashined picnic antler and
fish fry were given Thursday by Mr.
and Mrs. .W. C. Magner, at their
home in Minta.. About 45 guests
were present and shared their hoepi-
of
Plays for Benefit of Guild.
"The Romacers" and "At the Foot
of the Wall" v/V1 be given FridayMrs. Devie M Flournoy was hos- night, July 12, at the Casino at Wal-
tess to a dinner Party given Wednes- lace park for the benefit of the guild
Miss
day evening at the Palmer House in of the Grace Episcopal church. 
compliment to Miss Garnett Buck-`Anna Bird Stewart. of Cincinnati, has
ner's house party. It was in keeping charge of the rehearsals.
with the Fourth and the national
selors were charmingly used in the Enjoyable Party. ,Mr. and Mrs. Wolff are on ae exten-decorations.' Sweet peas were pret- Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Delete, of Clayintive bridal trip through the southstreet, entertained Tuesday eveningland to the Jameetowe expostLon.
°self the lone hand siti Mr, Clifford
Blackburn the come:48E1mi
Weddings.
Mrs. Elizabeth ehelpe sue Mr.-C:
Kilioegh were geitely inarreed Met
Sunday by the Rev, 44. G. Grahem at
the bride's home, 1102 J'ICA110,1 street
The bride is a pewees yottug hely
and the groom is a wed eueen
PloYe of the Illinois Central trilread.
They will reside on Jackson Street.tality. Miss Bessie Lou Watts,
Paducah, was the guest of houor.
--0--
Foir House Party.
lily arranged on the tables. It was
Lauesuiff, Myrtle Greer, Allis Cohen,
'Frances Wallace, 'Elizabeth Bottrop,
Mante Cobb, Garnett Sueltattr, lethere
Morrow; Messrs. John Brooks, Louis
Rieke, Charles Rieke, Frank Davis,
Cecil Lacy. Sam Hughes, Harry Spit-
lain, Roscoe Reed Charles Cox, Gus
Thompson, Guy Martin, Douglass
Bagby, Blanton Allen, Stewart Sin-
nott, Robert Wallace, Will Rudy,
Fred Wade, Grover Jackson, Edwin
J. Paxtou and Dr I. B. Howell.
a seven-course dinner. Those pres-
ent wefe: Mrs. J. M. Buckner, Mr.
and Mrs. David Flournoy, Misses
Anna Rhae Conradde. Margat Sut-
ton, Eliza Cburch, Garnett Buckner',
end Messrs. Henry Cave, John Brooks
Will Rudy and Sam Hughes.
Supper at the Park.
Mrs. F. S. Alden and Mrs. Victor
IL. Thomas gave a picnic supper at'
Wallace park last night in honor of
Mrs. Alden's guests Miss Frances
Walker, of Covington, Tenn. A de-
:ightful evening was spent by the
earty. .Wednesday a launch party i
was given in honor of Miss Walker.
ehe trip was made to Metropolis
And on the launch supper was, served.
Dance Last Night.
In honor of Miss Garnett Buckner's
house party and other visitors in the
city the young society men of tha
city gave a dance at the Walbace park
pavilion last night. A large number
of young people e'ere present and
."njoyed the evening.
leotillion Club'Dance.
The Cotillion club gave the second
of its series of summer dances at
Wallace park pavilion Wednesday
night. Dr. and Mrs. Voris lead the
german and the following were pres-
ent: Mr. and Mrs. James C. Utter-
back, Mimes Anne Stripling, Fort
Worth; Anna Rhae Conradde, Mar-
garet -Sutton, Eliza Church, Ethel:
in honor of their visitors. Music and
games were delightful features of the
evening ,after which refreshmente
were served the guests.
Hay Bide.
A delightful hay ride was even
Monday night in honor of Miss Vette.
Herwitz, of Evansville, who has !e'en
the guest of Mrs. Jake Friedume,
North Seventh street. The part: had
a ploasent ride over the cite amid tu
'the country, where a stop was 7natle
refreshments were served. Those
in the party were: Iliseee Vette
Hervettz, Irene and Viole eaunie,
Nellie Schwab, Jennie Sloaa and
Messrs. Bert Mann, o: HP11(1011401,
Mayo Loeb,of Henderson:Julius Tick,
Sidney Bantherger, Lea Vex and
Simon Newman.
Sunday School 4 hat lug.
Miss Pauline Roth entertained her
Sundity school clam af the eernian
Evangelical church Tuesday w:th an
outing at Fort Massac. An enjoyable
day was spent by the party. Many
pictures were taken of pretty spots
on the river,
Carve Diem
Miss MinniesPieper entertained the
Carpe Diem club Tuesday evening at
her home in Rowlaadtown. in a cut
with Miss Mine Pierer Mimi Kate
Grogan won the first prize. The lone-
hand prize went to Miss Marie Roth
and Miss Maggie Lyttege took: the we-
solation. In lee geneleereeer prizesBrooks, Faith Langstaff, Dorothy !Mr. Joe Roth won the first Mr. ()near
Pleasant news was receved Tues-
day of the merrialt' of Mies Jess 3e
Foie and Mr. Max W Ile II! littili`t,
Tex.„ Monday afterhoou The bride
is the pretty daugister ot Mrs. S. Foiz.
Fourth and Jefferme streets, and is
popular in society. Mr. Wolff is a
valued employe o! Friedinan-Keiler
& Co. and one of their test salesmen.
They will reside in this city,
Miss Minnie Turner ene Mr. Jebn
Bogard, popular young people ot Gol-
den Pond, Ky., were merrie I elonday
afternoon in the parlot s of tee New
Richmond hotel by th! Rev. W. N.
Cave.
The Rev, Meyer Lovitele !abet of
Temple Israel, and Miss Rose Roeen
berg, of Cincinnati, were netiteed
Wednesday, June 211. They are now
on an extensive bridal trip to the
Thousand islands and other health
resorts in the north They 'Ale re-
side in Paducah after September.
One of the surprises of thc week
was the marriage of Miss Emma
Waynick and Mr. B. M. Moseley at
Cairo last Tuesday. The bride is
a popular young lady of the city and
has many friends. Mr. Moseley is
president of the Central Labor anion
and one of the most popular un:on
men in the city. Mr. and Mrs. Mose-
ley left last night for the Jamestown
exposition and other cities in the
east. On their return they will re-
wide at 1049 Monroe street.
—s—
Wikoff-Puffer.
Mrs. Hattie Wikoff was married to
Mr. Charles L: Puffer this morning
at 11 o'clock at her hqme. 400 South
Ninth street, the Rev. Calvin 'M.
Thompson, pastor of the First Bap.
.tiet church, officiating. Immediately
aft' the ceremony, which was a
quiet one attended only by a few lie
testate friends of
left for the station
(Mock started for St.
St. Louis they *ill go to
tretuckee, lad., a summer
aeveral weeki, and then to
Haute to live temporarily.
Wikoff is well known and popu
among a large circle of friends u
the south side. Mr. Puffer its master
mechanic for the Stone & Webster
company, and at present has head-
quarters In Terre Haute. Last sum-
mer he superintended the steel track
work in the reconstruction of the
traction company limes and made
many friends while here. He will
go to Texas later
LuttreB-Cloir.
Ness of the marriage of Miss
'Elizabeth Luttrell to Mr. C. E.
Clair at Jonesboro, Ark., Thursday
reached Paducah today rn a letter to
friends. Miss Luttrell hta been a
resident of Paducarh for many years
until two months ago when she re-
moved with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Luttrell, to Jonesboro.
She is well known and popular here
in a large circle of friends. Mr. Clair
is a protninent stave manufacturer In
Arkansas, and resides in New York.
He is said to be wealthy and with his
bride went to New York on a bridal
tour.
NOTICIE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
vemiuded that their rents expire June
Atli, and those desiring to renew
this quarter should do so before it 114
forgotten. All premises not paid for
on or before the 10th of July will be
(.114scontinued and the etott of shutting
GA iota turning on water will be
1111.00.
A stitch In retire may clone the
mouths of nine gossips.
FLOWERS
Foe Issautifying your yards and
estimates on Hower beds we
will call and Me you. Phone
Schmatis Bros. for the !arrest
and meet complete stock of
flowers and plants in the City.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAVS BROS.
!Both Pt ants 192.
USUAL jULY CLEARANCE SALE
Starts Monday Morning, July 8
EVERY WHITE LINEN SUIT, ALL
PANAMA AND CLOTH SUITS IN-
CLUDED IN THIS SALE. 
ALL SHIRT WAISTS, WHITE SKIRTS,
PARASOLS, FANCY SKIRTS, BLACK
VOILE SKIRTS TO BE SOLD. :: ::
Final Cut in Prices for All Summer Clothes
EVERY year at this time we inaugurate a sale of this kind in order to close out and make room for fall goods. Thissale always puts forth many great bargains and, as our stock is unusually large now, there bre many good valuesin store for the ladies of this vicinity.
. The time is now here when white linen suits can be had at a great sacrifice; when separate skirts are to be soldvery cheap; when shirt waists have lost their real value and are being slaughtered, and suits have had the prices downso low that every lady can afford to make a purchase. All our stock will be included and nothing will be reserved.
Prices on Imported Suits
$19.95
All suits made of checked or strip-
ed Panama, lined with the best of
silk, made by the best manufacturer
in the world, eddies artistically de-
signed, cloth the best and trimmings
the most tastily arranged, le what is
included in this nineteen ninty-flve.
lot of suits. The regular prices on
them were $50.00, $48.00, $45.00,
$42.5.0, $40.00 and $38.00. All
these VII be on a 'separate rack
Monday and sold for thelow price
of   $19.95
Prices on Good Suits
These stilts are made of Broad-
eloth, Panama end (Stiffen clothe.
The styles are Eton Suits, Pony Suits,
Cutiewaye, tether in the tight fitting
-91111M11.1•111
Sale Starts Monday Morning, July 8th. •
backs or semi-fitted backs, a'40 in
prince chap styles, this skirts are
pleated, some with folds, others
plain at the bottom, every size, as
well as any shade desired is In this
lot of Suits There never was a bet-
ter value of Ten Dollars than fe be-
ing offered in this lot. Former regu-
lar prices were $35.00, $32:50,
Ceoem, $25.00. $22.50. and $20.00.
Suite all en Monday for choice $10.00
Prices on Cloth Suits
$5.00
This lot of cults are some of the
earliest spring purchase. They are
snits that can be nicely worn In the
early part of fall and some are ele-
gant' for colder weather, wear. All
colors and sizes are In the lot, some
of them-are tight titling suits; sonic
Elena, and others loose backs. The
colors are varied, Blue, Bieck,
• Brown, Green Durk Red and done)
plaids All these suits will bo put
together on one rack and sold for
Five Dollars. Former prices on
these were $30.0.0, $27.60, $25.00,
$22.50. $20.0.0 and three or four
were $15.00. You may pick the one
you like Monday ;or* $5.00.
Prices on Silk Jumper Suits
$9.75
Silk Jumper Suits, the kind ladies
wear at this season of the year for
comfort as well as looks, All sizes
and the colors are Black, Navy Blue,
Red and Brown, also some pretty
Black and White checks, and a few
MIRA in Red and White, Blue and
White and Brown and White checks
are included in Gee lot. The alerts
are all pleated and some of the Jump-
ere are trimmed. These suits sold
for $16.:A) and $15.10, hut Monday
you can pick from the lot the one
you want for  $9.75
Prices on BetterJumper Suits
$12.95
This lot of oult,a includes all $1S.
$20, $22.5e, $25 and $27.ee Silk
Juniper suits in 'all the colors or
fancy silks. In fact it means choice
of any Silk Jumper suit In our store
for  •  $12.95.
Prices on Imported Silk Sutts
$25.00
Any suit In our store made of silk
and some of theta sold for $50.00 to
$64100, can be haorue 'Monday
for  *woo.
Very Low Prices on Fine
Parasols
We have brought to Paducah thin
season about 'dirty Parasol* that are
4 ' •
very, very fine. This being the
first season after doing such a rash
act, we are enabled to measure the
wants of the average parasol buyer.
but we over estimated their desire.
Therefore, we have In stock some
very elegant parasols that sold ter
$20, $18, $1e. $12.50, $10, $14 .54),
$7.50 and $5. All three have been
marked down for the sale that takes
place Monday morning and wino' of
them will be sold as cheap as $3.95.
While and Colored
Suits Cheap
In our White Suit Stock Depart-
ment there are many wood vanes.
Among them are colors of blue. pink,
green and lavender which we now
vcieh te dispose of We cannot men-
tion prices cmi these suits, but will
say to you they taw' been uiarked
down so very low that the price of a
very common one, during our Mon-
day; sale, would secure for you a
handsome mit.- Cut prices also pre-
vail on White linen skirts at our store
Monday morning
Prices on
Shirtwaists
All Paducah knows the line of
Shirtwaists we carry and, by observ-
ing our stock you will note some
gres, values during this July Clear
ance Sale. The prices range in this
male from the very best to some of
lowest numbers and, as it -Is lim-
e possible to quote you these figures,
Ire can only say be at our store 'Mon-
day morning in time and you will see
for yourselves values of note. Some
pretty new numbers have just come
In and they will aleo be ineluded in
tale lot which is to be sold.
NOON AND 191‘11111.11
E SUN PUBilSBINOCO.
StPoltATED
FISefER, Presides&
W. 3. isiorrost, General Manager
suasesseartosi aseraiss
.40 postures at Putman.
as second class matter.
THE DAILY SUN
lay (sorrier, ptr week rem .10
Opt mall. per month. to advanne.. .36
as mail, per year, in advance....$2.40
THE WEEKLY SUN
&or year. by mall. postage) paid. $1.00
Address THE SUN. Paducah. KY.
Mica lei South Third. Phone Sal
Payne & Young, Chns160 PDS Raw
York. representatives.
THE BUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. Cleinents & 016 " 1
Van teem Bros ru
Palmer House. r
John Wilhelm's. -
tla01.1 
SATURDAY, AMY S.
CIRCULATION STATICIERNT.
Jane. 1907.
1 3949 16 
3 3953 17 
4 3950 18 
5. ...... 3916 19 
6 3919 20 
7 3e81 21 
8 3981 22 
:0 3945 24 
11 4049 25 
12 4038 24 
13 3894 27 
14 3969 28 
29 
Total 
Average for June, 19e6  
Average for June, 1507  3553
Personally appeared before me,
this July 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of the
criculation of The Sun for the month
of June, 1907, is true to the best of
his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission ex 6 January
22 loos
Dell Thought.
bucab Sun.tby nothing else so much as by rent
and the price, of garden truck and
dairy products; and, yet, neither real
3938
3956
3937
3932
3925
39,57
3956
3955
3945
3940
3944
3954
3942
e8,824
4072 actor of improvements proposed;
but in order that we may be on 'rec-
ord when time vindicates our opin-
ion, we wish to protest that perman-
ent improvements are needed in the
alleys more than in the streets. Pav-
ing is not done just "for looks." It
is done as necessity on account of
constant and heavy traffic. On the
streets this is disseminated over a
wide surface. In the alleys, where
quite as much hauling is done, the
'wheels follow each other's tracks and
!wear ruts and gullies. Smoothness
Is not demanded for alleys, but they
should be permanently paved withDo right, and God's recompenseicobble stones, at least. Down townnto you will be the power of dogi
they should be paved with vitrifiedmore right.—Robertson.
brick. If paved they may be kept
clean and sanitary, wagons will not
be stalled in them and cese pools will
not form in them. Wagons will
grind ruts in graveled alleys. We
reserve our privilege of finding fault
with the board of public works, when
we think it is culpable, but we can
see, that the general council is or-
dering the alleys graveled and the
board of public works is going to be
blamed for it the next time a gen-
eral council is compelled to make an
appropriation for repairing th
same alleys.
Leastwise, the weather is not un-
seasonable.
elainiag of high prices are affected
estate nor tomatoes are protected by
the tariff, neither are they manufac-
tured by a trust.
Remember the free soup houses,
Mr. Voter, and recollect that Cheep
times :3 synonytuous with har.:
times
The mikado of japan 'has decorat-
ed a number of American sear cor-
respondents in distributing honors
for the Russo-Jap war. The respect
of the Saps and Amerioan war cor-
respondents, growing out of their
recent conflict in the east, is mutual.
We presume that Chefu correspond-
ent received some especial recogni-
tion.
In staid old Philadelphia kissing
games have been put under the ban
in the school yard. No more may
merry, romping children engage in
the innocent pastimes of "spin the
plate"; "drop the handkerchief", or
even that classic exercise of "post-
office." And any little boy caught in
the act or convicted of feloniously
taking, stealing and carrying away;
from- any little girl, a kiss, with in-
tent to deprive her thereof without
her consent, is to be banished sum-
marily from the institution. Just to
think that in Philadelphia, where
councilmen—but, then, councilmen
do not steal kisses, and this rule is
based on purely sanitary and hy-
gienic principles. Pennsylvania can
not afford to endanger the 'lives and
health of 'her future masters of
"high finance", by permitting them
to kiss little girls.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor -W. H
Oox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary oC State—Dr. Ben
I. Bruner, of Hart county.
Fur Superintendent of Public In-
struction—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature--George 0. He-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk jeeorge Lehnhard
City Jaileferes ,George And rech
City Tax Assessor.. . Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oeleschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees-- First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
FREE SOUP AND FIVE CENT TO-
MATOES.
In an effort to disparage the pro
tective tariff, free traders hut cumu-
late arguments in its favor, wing
they say the tariff makes prices
higher. Certainly prices must be
high, if one would pay high wages.
Low prices and high wages are utter-
ly irreconcilable. Low prices mean
low wages, at the best; hut they
also mean no wages in a great many
instances. Note the free soup houses
of Cleveland's administration.
It is easy to see. If wages are lee.
even when prices are low, the same
relative scale will obtain as now, and
people will not be able to buy so
promiscuously. Therefore, consump-
tion will decline and create a lack
of demand. Fewer articles will be
manufactured and placed on the mar-
ket. The reduction In consumption
and consequent reduction in produe
eon will necessitate a reductlon in
the force of producers.
The high prices obtaining now are.
not directly attributable .to tariff,'
except aS the tariff is reepcmsibli for,
the era_of prosperity. Pcople are em-1
played at the highest wages they ever,
received. The whole country is pros-
porous as it never was before. The:
patronage accorded amusement in-'
Citations in the month proves this.
The people have a confidence born of
a decade of prosperity. They are liv-
ing better; they are buying more
omiscoalabloy ; and consequently,,
there is a demand for products not
ALLEY IMPROVEMENTS.
Joy over the fact that the general
council intends to do something for
us in fixing up the alleys restrains Us
somewhat from criticizing the char-
THE SOVEREIGN CITIZENS.
It is a commonplace of poetical
history that in a free government,
not the best men, but the average
men rule. We observe that this is
so, and we wonder why it is that
some of the most intellectual men
never attain commanding positions,
while men of mediocre ability, some-
times control affairs. It is because
these mediocre men best represent
the averege sentiment of the country
or community. It was comprehension
of this law of averages that impelled
wise men of past generations to
found free schools; not so much to
develop extraordinary men to com-
mand, but to raise the average of the
Whole by elevating the level of the
lower classes.
It is in conformity with this prin-
ciple that Roosevelt and Bryan are
the idols of their respective parties.
It is not intended to say that they
are not of themseltes above the or-
dinary type in intellect and charac-
ter, but they personify in a peculiar
way the average sentiment of the
country. Their policies and views ex-
press concretely what is in the public
mind.
These two men may be said in a
Ise sense to lead pub::c opinion,
419el yet, in a larger way, they merely
anect it more truly than do their
contemporaries. Democrats, giving
fuel weight to the disqualifying Rho-
syncracies of Mr. Bryan, search in
vain for his equal to meet the emer-
gency. Republicans, with a good half
dozen men of presidential calibre,
talk of breaking the third term pre-
cedent, because no other possesses in
that rare degree a mind so In accord
and sympathy with the popular mind
as to beget such perfect confidence.
It falls to the lot of few men in a
generation to be thoroughly repre-
sentative. It is not an acquired condi-
tion. It is a quality of sympathy and
an inherent gift of recording and
express;ng the idea that is stirring
in the masses; and that expression.
right or wrong, will be the dominat-
:rig force in our land.
Herein we see the direct relation
between our common school Melee)
of education and our goVernrnent.
Theo* must be more than mere in-
tellectual elevation in our training of
(eerie., If that dominant popular
lees is not moral and honed; if our
schools are not honestly administer-
ed, by, the people, by the school
board and by the teaching force—
nay, if the latter are not actuated by
conscientious, patriotic scruples in
the training of our coming citizens.
made by trusts, sad not protected by we tiey anticipate national decay and
the tariff. This demand has natural- indltidual degeneration, so rapid ILA
le sent 111C1 prices up Ito be apparent while It can not be
erasesesentatentnli arrested.
THE rain?
MONEY IN GRIP —
DEFAULTING BANK- TELLER
IN NICW
Found in Apartments of Woman,
Who Gave Kim ep Because
Fie Refused Her' Money.
New York, July 6.— Chester B
Runyan, the defaulting teller of the
Windsor Trust company, was arrest-
ed here today and $54,410 of the
money stolen from the bank was re-
covered. e
Runyan was found in the apart-
ments of Mrs. Laura M. Carter,
where he bad been since he walked
out of the bank on Saturday with all
of the money in the teller's vault
packed in his suit case.
Responding to Mrs. Carter's noti-
fication that Runyan was In her fiat
detectives went there, and were 
en the key to the fiat by the woman.
On entering they met Runyan,
Who had a revolver in his hand, but
the officers covered hen with guns
and he surrendered. At the police
station Runyan said that he lost con-
siderable money speculating and had
given Mrs. Carter, $15,000. She said
he had given her $5,000 but that she ,
had returned the money today, and
declared that she had betrayed him'
because he failed to give her thel
money that 'he promised her.
It also developed that Runyan gave'
Mrs. Carter a heavy gold bracelet'
and a diamond ring Saturday even-.
ing. These weze valued at $1,000,
•
Au I. nnecesaary Question.
"Is there room for me aborer
"You ought to know best about that.
gutenor."—Tatier.
Red and Williams.
John Sharp Williams once ran
afoul of Tom Reed. This is the way'
e tells the story himself: "I met Mr.
er coming out of the cloak-room,
d he said to me in that peculiar
rawl of his: 'Williams, whatever
makes you such a bitter partisan?'
'Well Mr, Speaker, that's pretty good
corning from you, isn't it?' I replied.
'Never mind me: he replied. 'But
why are you such a bitter partisan?'
'• 'Well, I'll tell you,' I said. 'You
know I never saw a Republican un-
til I was 38 years old, and I can't get
used to them, somehow.' He looked
at me reproachfully and walked away
without another istord."—Kansas City
Star.
YOU .,D01,77 HAVE TO WAIT
Every do., make.* you leelbetter. Laz-Aos
keeps your whole Issittes right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywnere. Price 50 cents.
The Evening Sun-10c, a week.
aer,
VirENINCI Wirt
milk . mcm.
Physicians agree that Belvedere Becr
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sus-
taining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pre-
d;gested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding diges-
tion and soothing nerves.
Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408
•
p.
TWENTY-ONE
VICTIMS OF TORNADO IN, WIS-
CONSIN WEDNESDAY.
More Bodies Recovered From Debris
of Storm and Others Are Still
Missing-
•
St. Paul, July 6.— Twenty-one are
now known to have been killed in
the tornado which swept a path one
hundred miles long and from a mile
to a few rode in width through cen-
tral Wisconsin Wednesday night.
The details of damage are still com-
ing in very slowly and it is believed
the death list w,ill be somewhat in-
creased when all points visited by
the tornado 'love been heard from.
"In addition to those killed, a score
or more of people were injured, some
so seriously that their recovery is
doubtful.
Pat's Idea.
Under a tall sycamore In an old-
fashioned New England graveyard lie
the bones of a once distinguished law
yer. His grave is marked only with a
plain headstone containing his name
and this epitaph:
"Here lies a lawyer and an hon-
est man."
An Irishman invaded the burying-
place one day and, after reading the
epitaph a second time, remarked:
110•1\141001 11ftwerallire. "There must be two men in that
1
• 
grave. — Saturday Evening Post.. .
Trouble never tools around the
man who keeps busy at his own
emit/yen.ess
REDUCTION
SALE IS
]NOW
I 0 N
1-5 Off On All 3
Piece Suits
Just at the eime when most
of you 1Dell find you need a
new suit we gave you 'this cut
•price.
There are no suits reserved,
all go, blacks and blues, too.
And there is not an old suit
in the lot,
• 415 41 812/3111YWAIV
011111"831)1111°14.111116
lierftepern
Summer Ailments.
Warm sultry days, like those we
,have had the past few days, bring
lout the tired, run-dowa, spring fever
!conditions in the most healthy. You
ifeel drowsy most of the time, indiffer-
ent to everything, sometimes have
dull headaches, and are "out of
sorts" generally.
This is a oondition incident to the
first warm weather, but, it is merely
nature's warning to get In fit con-
dition for the hot season ahead
The condition Is due to a sluggish
liver, deranged digestive functions,
or probably deranged kidneys. It is
easily and quickly -tired, If taken in
hand in time.
The osteopathic treatment is the
'sane, meows.), most effective curs
Ifor such ailments. Several treat-
intents in the dry hot air machine, fol-
lowed by the osteopathic treatment
eradicates the eowetion. It semu-
Oates every function,—the liver, and
;stomach and bowels, the kidneys and
I blood, the heart action, and does itwithout resort to drugs of any sort,
—just osteopathy.
I should like for you to investi-
gate osteopathy. It is a new science
in healing but, there is nothing or-
cult about ft.—merely scientifk
thatilImlation to restore a deranged
function to normal activity, and to
give tone to all the organs of the
body.
The greet eue(esrs I m having with
it every day in the treatfnent of Pa-
lueah people you know well is the
testimony I offer for it. Cali me
,Tver phone 1407, or *all to see me.
ipstairs, b16 Broedway, at any time
om 9 to woo or 1:30 to 5 in the
afternoon. Dr. G. B. frolign, °stew
athiet.
One Honest Man in Pennsylvania
Capitol Scandal is Made a Victim
Harrisburg, Pa., July ,.—In all the
muck of crime, malfeasance, fraud,
traltorus robbery of the common-
wealth and even dishonor among
thieves that has been revealed by the
turning of the limelight of investiga-
tion upon the Peunselvanie state
capitol scandal, there stands forth
one heroic, magnificent, and, withal,
pathetic figure—George Grey Bar-
nard, Amerioan born, and held by the
critics of Europe to be the greatest
sculptor of the age. Surrounded on
every hand by men whose hands reek
with the filth of their thieving this
man stands peieniless and stainless.
Barnard was persuaded by Archi-
tect Joseph M. Hustou to become
sculptor for the capitol, and was
promised a contract for $70,0,000. He
mapped out a monumental scheme
of statuary for the building. Then
Huston went to him with a long face
and told him the contract would have
to be reducted to $30.0,000,
Does Not Seek Profits.
"This is my native Mate," respond-
ed the sculptor; "I do not care for
the money except for my needs."
Then Huston came again with
apologies and a contract for $100,000
and verbal orders for additional work
to the amount of $2e0,000
Barnard signed the contract and
was required to give a bond wheel
cost him $20,000. To pay for the
bond he hypothecated his life insur-
ance.
He went to France- and set up hist
studios. For three years he worked.
He ran out of money, and over and
over again cabled and wrote to Hus-
ton.
Huston would not Snewer.
Paducah Cigars
For
UNION MEN
222, 4-11-44
7-11
FIVE CENTS
Speaking of cigars made in
Pliducah, we believe we lave
in the "222," "4-11-44" and
"7-11" the best five cent
ciemrs you can find anywhere.
They are made by skillful
union men, of selected ma-
terials, and are kept :n per-
fect condition in our specially
' constructed humidors When
we say that, we have done
our best in an ad—but you
ought to try a few of the
cigars; that's the true test.
Will J. ,Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
Agent for original Allegrettl
Candles
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The Evening Kuti-10( a eeek, car line on Ellis
Army Kirke.
Said an old colonel up at West Point:
"Our army is all out of joint;
When they' make H. G.
They never take me,
But instead some young captain
point."
Said another one down at Monroe:
"Do you think our dear oongrasemen
know (
That our *malt army pay
Is no bigger today
Than it was thirty-five years ago!"
—Harper's Weekly.
• 
. . —An ad. reader will buy some-
thing for a dollar today which she
would not part with tomorrow for
two &Mara.
es
eal
tate
gains
✓ BUILDING
3N138 $35.
erooln house with
1, on Boone street
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Burnett, $50 cash
Lee 6 per cent.
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card and Monroe
building metric-
, gas and electric
k fine lot for a
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et between Ninth
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Half cash,
min in Median-
ly four scree,
. Good land for
den. Would car-
s a short time
taking the buyer
rotit; $3,00 cash,
desirable 6-roont
ountain park ad-
orner Fountain
n street, $500
Fine home bar-
Clay street, 4
unfinished rooms
lc addition. A
,rice. Cash.
ie foot lot south
,nd 26th streets.
to new brick
South Tenth.
and Tennessee
feet to alley; 5
all Half cash.
e.
South Ninth
use, 4,0 foot lot,
cash, balance
d lots some odd
rton street and
9th streets, for
$50 per year 6
le payment lots
void and west of
'vet miss the
mkt, balance
on Hinkleville
city limits, just
in timber, make
One-third cash,
srs. Good and
on for invest-
t. Big profits
half mile from
Iinkleville road
Half cash,
venue 40 foot
ith street, $100
Begins 65 feet
5.
'set 40 foot lot
eh and 14th
is the cheapest
L.
'Oct lot between
ell's F'ountal n
Lsh, balanee $5
anicsburg lots
thee, Herzog
on, balance
Fine money
Mesbaniesburg
? in value as
te out there in
d foot lot
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house Foun-
y street, north
/id Fountain
,ance $10 per
North 11th
Lags borne, 3
a side of Bur-
4-seem house
tth nevi 13th,
1,5-room litre
titian. Shade
ce east Near
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We ill- Se 4610 sed 411
aq cornorrew=quit(
Ilion-kr that we all may enjoy this
national holiday of rest and recrea-
tion.
udt 
4goi. 
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Interesting Wedding. I\
Ilivitaticuz hr:ro bete rocesi t ed , in
tals.city atmounsiug tiee marria.ge sin
the 16th f this month, of Mr. Wiiien
Ginter P•_:ryear, of this city, inn of
Mrs n. H Puryeass Tenth and Jef-
ferson streets. and Mime Clara Belie
Gear, of McKenzie, Tenn. The mar-
riage will take place in McKenzie,
Tenn., Tuesday evening, July 16.
Mr. Wilson G. Puryear is the sec-
ond son of MT. and Mrs. E. H. Pur-
year, one of the oldest families in the
city. At present he is a teacher in
the MeTyetre training school for boys
at McKenzie. Tenn., aessociated with
Mr. J. A. Robbins. Last year he at
tended Trinity college, Duna e., N.
C., where be took his M. A. degree.
immeau4s)Mr, Edwin Mims, his brother-in-law,
has the chair of English in this col-
lege and is the author of 'several
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner
Polite service.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon-
day luncheon for ladies and geutle-
men 25 cents. A la. Carte bill of fare.
-Colored souvenir post-cards of
the city. Something entirely new in
the line. Just arrived and are now on
successful applicants will be !areasale at R. D. Clements & Co. County. The marriage will take
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, on the eligible list in the order In place on the evening of Tuesday,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new Nk their per cents come. It is July 23, at the home of the bride,
phone 351. rare that examinations for these po-[ the Rev. A. Rheinhardt officiating, passed through the city today eh
-J. D. Sowers, bankrupt jeweire 
salons are ordered. The positions Miss Luigs Is a pretty young woman route to Gilbertsville on business.
stock being sold at public auction at,PaY handsomely. of the brunette type and is poPular Mrs. C. C. Grassham. and (laugh-
A. Pollock, 333 Broadway, commenc- -The C. W. D. M. 
Auxiliary of-- in a wide circle of friends. Mr. ter, Pauline, and her visitor, Mrs. B.
ing- Saturday, July 6, at 2 p. m.
ths First Christian church will meet
,
Wurth is a popular young man of the F. el
St. John's section and will enter the left today for Smithland to visit for-We give you better carriage and 
Cop and
Wednesday afterpoon at 3 o'clock
better service for the money than Mrs. C. 
E. Jennings at her grocery business at Twelfth and Made two weeks,
 and son, of St. Louis,
is given by any transfer company 
in home in Arcadia. All. members are
Atrerica. Fine carriages for specialturged to 
be present.
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Seventy-four Paducahans left
• this morning on train, No. 104, for
Saratoga, N.Y., to attend the Knights
Templar tri-ennial conclave. The
train was delayed south of Paducah
by extra travel and arrived two hours
end a half late.
-Dr. W. V. Owen has removed
his dental office from room 7 , to
rood) 3 in Trueheart building.
-The condition of Fireman Pete
Gibson today Is reported about the
same. lie is resting easy and doing
as well as could be expected.
--City subscribers to the Daily
'Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
leseors or 'mate the requests direst
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-Messrs. Manor & McConnell, of
Kansas City, Mo., will arrive tomor-
row to conduct the auction sale for
A. Pollock.
-For the beet and cheapest livery
rigs, ring. 14)0. either phone. Cope-
land's, stable. 419 Jefferson street.
'4- -Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your friends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate is only 25c a month.
-Place your orders ror weddl'e
invitations at home. The Sun is
showhig as great an assortment as
you w:11 find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have Ix
pay elsewhere.
--Mrs. George Watts, of 1249
Trimble street, cut her right hand on
a nail yesterday. The wound was
sewed up by Dr. J. C. Freeland.
-D. H. Jeffords, employed at the
Columbia Manufacturing company
plant in Mechanicsburg, yesterday
was strek by a flying sliver from a
tonight fur Calvert Clay to visit
friends.
Mrs. C. C. Grasshaul aud little
daughter went to Smithiand today to
visit,
Attorney C. C. Grassham will go
tc Hertford. tomorrow en beeinera,
Mrs. Nr P. Frank, rf 1:112alestil-
Vern, returned teens oa the
steemer Geergis Ley, att.r visitiug
her brother, Mr. A. S:
Mrs. 7,*•7,01t-;ard has returned
to Paducah after rietiug her hus-
band, who is at work at Mey-field.
Misa-a Etta Hester and Mollie
Johnson, of Mayfield, are visiting
Mrs. Heater's sister, 'Mrs. M. E. Irvin.
Mrs. John Sullivan, of Mayfield, is
attending the bedside Of her brother,
Mr. Elbert Moore, who is 'very seri-
ously illwi th brain fever.
Mrs. Edgar Gray, of 1018 South
Fifth street. will return today from
Mayfield, where she hag been visiting.
Mies Ewell Ham, of .313 North
Sixth street, has ...tone to Hopkins- EGBERT MOOREville hisit.
Mr. Bedie Harper, the Florence
Station farmer who was found un-
conscious with his head crushed inbooks of which his "Sidney Lanier" 
Sunday. has now recovered sufficient-
is best known. Several years ago y to be up.
Mr. Puryear took the A. B. degree at 
Miss Frances Walker will leave
IN THE COURTS
-ret
• Deeds riled.
Aguos Leech ta F. 11, McGlatherY.
in .?.ouler.dtown, r, -.,th..s c3nstrict...1.1one
L ens Gariner and others to Agee!
Leeen, property In Rcr7iandtown,
and other considerations,
Marriage Licenses.
C. L. Puffer to Hannah Elizabeth
Wik off.
Ernest Fox to Noma Campbell.
Henry McGee to Irene Campbell,
colored.
Eldred Lander to ,Lizzle Grundy,
colored.
SCREEN WIRE
We %ill sell you screen
rx ire, all widths, at 1.1c
per square fool. As this
price is less than you are
asked to pay elsewhere,
you AP ve money by buy-
ing here. The quality ii
the same.
SCREEN DOORS
We are overstocked
on 2-8 by 6 8 and 2-10 by
610 screen doors and
will make I pecial prices
on them. They are 11
inch thick, well finished
with fancy brackets,
suitable for front doors.
NOAH'S ARK
VkRIETY STORF
319 BroadwaY•
I
STOCK COMPANY
!sot streets in this city. Their many Mrs. Mike Iseman returned from
friejads extend congratulations to the Mayfield this morning accompanied
young couple. Immediately after the by her daughter, Mrs. Claude' Hig-
ceremony the bride and groom will gins who will visit here.
come to the city, where the,y will Gus Brahic, who has been official
make their home. umpire in all baseball games. aere
this season, left this morning for
Shrevesport, La., to Work. He is a
harness maker.
Mrs. B. B. Linn and daughter,,
the cite this week the guest of the 
Miss Mary Linn, of Fifth and Madi-
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Henry, of South 
son streets, left this morning for
Sixth street. 
Fate, Tex., to visit relatives.
Mrs. H. Herman and son, of St. 
Mrs. Henry W. Levy and daughter,.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A F 
Miss Amy, of St.Lottig, who have been
Neisor 1323 Jefferson street. 
. 
visiting the family of Mr. Jake Veal-
Mrs. George likigar Feanster, nee
Miss Brown Duval will arrive, next
week to visit Mrs. Charles W. Thoisp-
son.
Dr. J. T. Gilbert will leave to- to visit Mrs.. H. Winstead,
Mr, C. H. Kimbro, representing
WILL RE ATTRACTION AT THE the Castle 'Heights Training school
CASINO BALANCE OF SEASON- for Boys, of Lebanon, Tenn., was in
Free Moving Picture Show at Wallace
Park-Opening Bill Monday
Night.
The Noncrief Stock company
opens at Wallece park Casino 'Mon-
day, Jaly 8, for the balance 'of the
comedies and dramas. The company
includes several clever people.
The company opens Monday night
in that clever comedy, "Other Pew
pie's Money."
Manager Malone has decided to weeks' visit.
put on moving pictures as a free at-
Mrs. Taylor McAtee,
traction every night just before the
ter, Miss Minnie are
DIED AT NOON
Mr. Egbert Moore, 36 years old,
formerly employed as shipping clerk
at the Armour plant, but lately of
the American Express company, died!
of brain fever, the result of being,
overheated two weeks ago, at noon
today at his home, Sixth and Jones
streets. He came here six years ago
from Graves county, and was a
Woodman of the World. He leaves
parents, a wife, and three children.
The body will be taken to Mayfield
tomorrow afternoon.
JAPANESE SUES FOR DAMAGE
IN "SAN FRANCIS(X) RIOT"
San Francisco, July 6.- Suit
against the city and county of San
Francisco was filed this afternoon in
the superior court for the recovery
of $2,575, for damages said to have
been sustained by the proprietor of
the ilorseshoe restaurant and a Jap-
anese bath house at &evil and Fo:-
sorn streets on May 23, when a row
caused by an attack by labor union
men on two nonunion men, who
were eating in the restaurant, result-
ed in the fronts of the two places be-
ing smashed' by stones and clubs. The
suit was brought in the name of J,
Tintoto, proprietor of the bath house
The Japanese association of
America this afternoon made public
Its sentiment on the mooted "Japa-
nese situation." In a signed state-
ment it denies the charge of the
home chambers of commerce that.
Japanese having any right to cone
plan of their treatment in America
regarding the education of their
children. It says Japanese scholars
are received in the public schools of
San Francisco and ...are given the
same advantages as the children of
the "native sons."
EXPULSION IS HELD ILLEGAL
night fora is to hls home Dan-I Mrs. Charles Brea h arrived tO4Y54 To
season in a repertoire of popular vc:e from Mayfield to visit Mrs, T. C. C r-
afts. 3. M. meeandema and „laugh. sort, of South Sixth street.
ter, Hazel, eho have been the guests Mrs. G. O. Senter, Fifth and Trim-
of Mrs. Percy Paxton, me Jeffet. bie streets, returned today after visit
son streets, left yesterday for their ing mrs. Will Shelton, of Mayfield.
home in Memphis, after a several
performance in the Casino. This will
prove a great feature. As the pic-
tures will be shown in the open air
on top of the hill just back of con-,
D. W. Rogers, has gone to Paducah
cession row, every one will, be able
to visit her cousin, Miss Lucile Mot-
to see and still enjoy the good coot 
row-Mayfield Monitor,
breze of the park. Mrs. Joe ,Miller has returned to
Paducah after a visit to Mrs. Clay
Lemon at Mayfield.At Kentucky.
Mr. Rhey Stanley, the well known
young tenor singer, has been engag-
ed as a special feature of tonight's
moving picture show at The Ken-
tucky by Manager M. J. Farnbaker.
The young man has been heard in
public on numerous occasions lately,
and Is fast developing into a popular
singer.
New Brick Cottage for Sale.
Five roomei on corner Eleventh
dressed the injury.
-Willie Quigley, colored, 25
years old, died at 1102 South Elev-
enth street last night of consumption,
and was buried this afternoon in
Oak Grove cemetery.
-Master Leslie Eubanks, who was Mrs. Belle Robbins Gear. She is one
operated on for appendicitis, is re-
ported better today.
-Two special examinations which
will doubtless draw many applicants,
are announced for this district by the
United States civil service commis-
slnn. They are "deputy collector
clerk" and "storekeeper gauger," in
the internal revenue service. They
are ordered for September 4, and the
and dangle
visiting rela-
tives in Paducah.
Miss Ruby Morrison. of St. Louis,
who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
block of wood he was sawing, and it
penetrated his right hand, going into this college. He has selected teach-
the finger joints. Dr. Carl M. Sears ing as his profession and with Mr.
Robbins at McKenzie, Tenn., has
aided in building one of the best
training schools for bcys in Tennes-
see.
Miss Clara Belle Gear is a niece of
Mr. J. A. Robbins and daughter e
of eight sisters and for several years
has taughe in Mississippi schools.
After a wedding trip the couple will
reside in McKenzie.
Wedding Announced Tomorrow,
Monday for her home in Covington,
Tenn., after visiting 'Mrs. A. F. Al-
den.
Miss Fannie Thbmpson, of Elkton,
and Mr. Jesse Thompson, of Louis-
ville, will arrive this afternoon to
visit their sister, Mrs. Leon Gleaves,
at Moore fiats, on Clay street.
Nick Frakes, member of the state
board of barber examiners, has re-
turned from 'Louisville, where he was
called in consultation with other
members of the board.
Miss Lottie Schaaf, of Cairo, is the
guest of Miss Dorothy Burnam.
The wedding bans of Miss Thresia1 
W. J. Webb, of Maefield, was In
Luigs and Mr. Henry 1A'urth will be 
Paducah last night.
published tomorrow at the St. John'sI Superintendent A. If Egan, of the
Louisville division cf the IllinoisCatho:is church at St. Johns in the
Central was in the city.
Mr. Eugene Gleaves is
Judge R. L. Shemwell, of Benton,
lerstein, left today for a two weeks'
visit at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. D. C: Newirtau and children.
of Jackson, Tenn., will arrive tonight
Reinstate Irish Landlord
Who Insulted British Army.
 -
Dablin, July .6.- The Irish mas-
ter of the roll., Richard E. Mereditn,
today declared that the expulsion of
Mr. James Brennan, the former Edwardlidartyn, president of the Sinn
Patrolman, will leave this evening Fe:n National Council, from the KV-
for Memphis, where be will go to,dare Street club, the leading Irish
work on bridge building. ilandlord club, was illegal. Mr. Mar-
Miss Elizabeth Sebree. of North tyn had said that any Irishman join-
Fourth street, returned this morning ing the Briesh army deserved to be
from Mayfield after a short visit. flogged.
Miss Mamie Katterjohn, 1200 Cald- tee
well street. left to for Princeton Eel Over Two Feet Long.
on a short visit. Charles Elmore, the river watch-
Mr. .1. T. Gilbert left this morning man, yesterday afternoon caught an
for Russellville, Ky., on a visit to his eel, the biggest he says he ever
mother, heard of being pulled out of the
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Clements have, Mrs. H. W. Levy, Miss Aimee LevY,10hio or, Tennessee rivers at this
returned to Paducah after visitingnd Miss Irma Hecht left this morn-1point. The eel measured two and a
Mr. George Juett at Mayfield. 
'a
ling for Dawson Springs for a SO-half feet long and five inches
Mr. Willie Elrod has accepted a P0-' journ. around.
'Mon with the Illinois Central, as' Mr. and Mrs. Harry McElwee, 513
!
1  
flagman. .
Arch Pool, night editor of 
theiClark street left today for White Sul-
'Mr.prur Springs, W. Va.
Courisk-Journal, is visiting friends ini Misses Lillian and Rosebud Bob-
the city.
M 
son and Miss Marjorie Loving went
rs. Mat Rice will leave tonight to wson Springs today. They met
for Louisville to meet her husband 
Da 
Miss Margaret Prank, of Dyersburg,
and from there will 
go to Grayson
Tenn., here and accompanied her to
and Ellis streets in Northview addl- Springs for a several weeks' stay, the springs.tion, one block from Rowlandtown, Mr t Warren Sights is sick at his Mrs. J, F. Carson., of Evansville, isTwelfth street car line and from new home, 715 Jefferson street. visiting Mrs. T. C. Carson, of Southschool building. Apply to W. D. Mr. David D. Koger will go to Mar- Sixth street.Greer, 5271,4 Broadway: tin, Tenn., Sunday to make a short.i Miss Recie Mitchell and Miss Sallie
vIs! t.
and. children. 
'after 
returned to their home today
Attorney A. L. Harper will go to Mrs. Ruth Miley
a visit to Mrs. C. J. Mitchell,
La Center tonight. 528 South Fourth street, will leave
1623 Harrison street.
THE IMPROVING INFLUENCE OF GOOD ASSOCIATIONS.
'Bay, wet'• de matter wit' Chimmy?
golf ball an' he says: 'Oh, gracious! My
lugger Wot's tie matter wit' lim?"
'taw, he's osedyire for d. bishop wot just teintd de -iebe"
Die marries' he get • crook
goodness! On. Mel 041, my!
Mrs. T. H, Young. of Louisville. an
rived today to visit Mrs. R. A. Burch,
1111 Monroe street, and Mrs. J. S.
Young, 929 Clark street.
Mr. B, Logan, 530 North Fourth
street, went to Princeton today on a
business trip.
Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick returned
this morning from Maefleld, where he
has been visiting.
Mr. A. R. Bell, of Philadelphia.
who Is the guest of Mr. Richard
Scott, returned this morning from
Mayfield, •
Miss Angeline Bowles arrived this
morning front Nashville, Ark., and
for several days will be the gees- of
'Mrs. George S. 'Nitta% Of the Empire
flats.
Nursing Work.
The making of the nurse does not
detrrenti- that she shall have pereon-
oily reirsed an example of every case
the shall hvrenfter be called upon to
attend., She is not responsible for
treatment,
She is to he trained to obey
dere intelligently. And If She
learned to do this from the point of
slew both of the surgeon and phy7
Celan she is not a well tralued, nurse,
even if the bas never seen a case of
• A:netlike+ nor nursed a gunshot wound.
0e, i"-London Hoopital.
1,11 IllitiCIVA;
RA wow, In
or-
has
Ftatedl•
Mark Twain says he's
the envy of every man
whon he wears a white
suit ln the North Ameri-
can Review he asserts that
we'd all be better in mind
and br dy if we'd on'y give
LAD dark clothes and dress
11131e cheerfully.
Our summer stock offers
you a chance to try it on.
Here are bright scarfs, gay
vests, brilliant hose, lively
patterns in shirts, collars
and handkerchiefs, and
suits light . in color, in
weight and in price.
400-4111
14
This number is very little,
but it's lucky this time.
Mrs. H. C. Roberts,
Lincoln Avenue,
guesses that number and
secures the lamp.
Hart's Price,p
will do you great good.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incurixeated.
WANT ADS.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR DRY WOOL, Old Phone
2381.
WANTED- A position. An oppor-
tunity where Intelligence and com-
mon honesty will count for some-
thing. Have been teaching county
schools, Know the city. Address, H.
J. R., Care Sun.
GIRLS-For bottling department
at Dreyfuss, Well & Co., 115-117 N
Second street. Inexperienced hands
can learn the work quickly. Steady
employment. Apply at once at
office.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR EARLY breakfast wood old
plione 2361.
BEST 25 ,cent meals in City at
Valtehead's.
FOR SALE-White sewing ma-
chine, cheap. Phone 900.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
FOR SALE- Good mulch cow. Old
Phone 14E9.
COOKING stove for sale, 819
South Sixth street. Old Phone 2543. I
CHICKENS for sale. New phone.
1093.
FOR RENT-Fou -room flat, 1440
Broadway. Lillard D. Sanders, 318
South Sixth. Phone 765.
FOR RENT- Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N, 4th;
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile;
and hot tamales, call at 111 14
South Third street.
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215'
South Third street.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,,
with all conveniences. Apply to Mrs.+
J. M. Buckner, Eighth and Jefferson,1
WANTED-One experienced rid-
ing saddle machine operator; two
first-class riding saddle makers for
stock work; six harness makers on
fine goods; one thoroughly reliable
machine operator for Bosworth and
Campbell machines. Steady work to
sober men; good wages, no strike.
Write at once. S. S. Co., care this
office.
WANTED-For U. S. army; Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 2.1 and 35; citianta of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wauted now
for service in Cuba. For information
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't
be so easy to get next year. We can
use 500 machinists. Highest wages,
steady employment guaranteed. Trans
portation advanced to machinists
Saving first-class references. We
positively make no charge in any way,
manner, shape or form for secur-
ing jobs for machinists. Address
with references, The National Metal
Trades Association, Cincinnati, Ohio,
FOUR OF THE DRIVERS
ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT
FOR SALE at once. Good, gentlei James and John Bell, Harry Wal-
famly horse. Apply 924 Trimbleilace and Douglas Pryor, colored la-
street. borers, charged with attacking Mr.
FOR RENT-One store room. 102 J. S. Finley at Gregory Heights yes-
;Broadway. Possession after July 6 terday morning, are in jail and, will
I Apply to George Langstaff, Phones. be tried before Magistrate C. W. Em-
26. cry Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
FOR SALE-A very desirable resi- They were unable to give bond. The
i,rice, 1237 Trimble street. Reason afternoon after diligent work by
:er sale owner going to leave town, former three "ere arrested yesterday
i'hone 605. Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers, and Pry-
FOR SALE-8'.) feet of round
or was arrested this morning by Pa-top
ipicket fence, in good conditions Calltrolmen Wood 
and Moore. The fifth
at 1102 South Fourth street, or tele-
one, Whose name the authorities fait-
phone 964, 
ed to learn, escaped.
I LOST-At Wallace park, gold
!locket, set with sixteen diamonds,
chain attached. Return to The Sun
for reward.
FOUND-Lady's purse. Owner
can get it by calling at Buchanan's
219 Kentucky avenue, identifying
and paying for this ad.
LOST--Pocketbook containing $48
In currency- -one twenty, one ten.
two fives, two twos and two one dol-
lar bills. Return to Sun for reward.
MAKE a bid for three room frame
house, 2,05 and 207 South Fourth,
and move them away. R g both
phones 83.5.
FOR SALE- A two room house
$375; a live room house $675; both
on large lots in Rowlandtown. .1, W.
slough, owner, Station F, Memphis,
Tenn.
WANTW-Young men to "rock
on boring machines and cabinet
touches. Only quick, steady workers
need apply. Columbia Manufacturing
rompany.
FOR SALE or trads--New show
boat. Towboat complete, lying now
at Mechanicsburg landing. Will
trade for town property. F. Gent
Ismer.
W A NT E-6-1,1Ad les-to make aprons
$3 50 per dosen. No oast to get job.
Transportation paid . on materials.
Stamped addressed envelope. Amer-
ican Apron (o., 454)4 Cottage Grove
AT, Chicago.
Notice Barbers.
The state examiner board of bar-
bers will be in Paducah July 8, 9 and
10 at Troutman's barber shop. All
barbers please call.
The Eveeing Sun-loc. a week.
Summer reduction in do,
tistry until August 30, 1907
Gold shell crowns, 22k. .. :el
Gold fillings . $1 00 up
Silver fillings (medium) 50c
Partial sets of teeth..  115.(*1
Work of the best material.
Painless extraction of teeth.
All work guaranteed.
DR. KINfi BROOKS
Dentist
alxth and tiroacilway
I I E
o choose
which engine you need, if you 
compare the L H. C. with
others. The merits of L H. C. engines are so 
apparent that
an examination win convince you that you 
need this engine.
A test will remove any doubt in your 
mind as to which
engine is the best It is the L H. C. 
Safe, simple, reliable,
economical. Wt. handle this engine and will 
be glad to
demonstrate it tp you.
POWELL=ROGERS CO.,
INCSR.PORATED
129 North 3rd. St. Paducah, Ky
Motor Boat Garge. Company
General Supplies and Repairs
General agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.
Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's Mill.
Old Phone 1113
Foreman Bros. Novelty' Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
123.124 N. Pourth St. Phorsom 77
Wallace Park
CASINO
Moncrief Stock
Opc..-ms
MONDAY, JULY 8th
In •
Repertoire of Poptp
lar Dramas
EVERY NIGHT
•
Prices 15c and 25c
Free Picture Show
Changed Every Night.
heaes.
THE PADU All F.
TEACHERS WOMEN
INSTEAD OF MEN
People's Cure
for Stomach Ills
It would be folly to say that a person
the !lid allwaya be his own doctor. There
,are times when one cannot be too raisich
consulting a competent and reliable
Fair Sex Has Supplanted Old physician, but the fact does remain that
there are many ailments that can be
Fashioned Pedagogue
Western Spirit Has Outstripped New
England in Common School
Advancement.
WHY CONDITIONS
Washington, D C., Jniy 5.—"It
en red at home at very little expense.
St.ch remedies can be bought at any
irst-cl ass drug store for a small sum.
Among the diseases that can be effee•
tively treated at home are such as per.
tam to the stomach, liver and bowels,
lite constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness,
latiasear. sour sumach. bloated stomacb. filial
nessieshes. boar. eta. For las
*here Is so team tSai than Dr. WPM
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Is a generally recognized fact among
teachers nowadays that the schools In
the smaller cities of Indiana, Illinois,
Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota and one
or two other of the central western
states far outrank schools of similar
grade in the eastern states, and even
in New England."
This sweeping statement was made
by one of the best woman pritralpals
in the country, a teacher who hasi
'devoted her life to the profession,eho has risen through all the grades.
and who has a singularly accurate
conceptioh of tele posaibilities as well
as the responisibilities of her chosen'
profession.
"Why is the western teacher in ad-I
vance of her eastern sister, in the:
face of the fact that the eastern col-
lege* are generally ranked as higher
than those in the west, and the higher
education of women is still largely
eoueentrated in eastern schools?
"For the higher grade of the west-
ern public sehoola, including the pri-
mary and grammar grades and the schools, and boards of edueation the
high school classes, we must look to country over ought to arrange the
salary list on a basis whish will se-
cure first-class men as teachers. In
a good many cities the salaries are
so low that a man who has the in-
tellectual capacity to go into any
other profession will not remain as a
teacher any 'longer than he can help
it. He cannot be induced to take it
up as a profession if he has any
chance of succeeding better in any
other line of work. The result is
that in a good many cases the male
teachier is not of . the beet type, and
the clever, energetic woman, there-
fore, has less trouble in driving him
to the wall."
Young women in Classrooms.
There is a dead line for the wo-
man teacher which she must cross
somewhere between the ages of 30
and 3-5. That is to say, the profes-
sion of teaching is largely in the
hands of the young women of the
country. This statement is not in
harmony with the generally accepted
view, but it is a fact. Most children
Ir. school look Upon their teachers as
more or less aged. Even in later life
we are in the habit of looking back
to school days ahd picturing some
teacher as a stern faced virago who
was more or less lacking in human
feelings. It is a ehock sometimes to
trace back the history of one's child-
hood teacher and find that see was
likely to have been a slip of a girl,
probably under 20, whose years had
been magnified only by the point of
view of the child.
It astonish a great many pea
ple to learn that more than e0 per
cent of the women teachers of the
country are under 35 years of age.
Almost every other one is actually
under 25 years of age, the exact per-
centage for these between the ages of
le and 25 being 46.4. In other words,
out of 327,1135 women teachers in the
linited States at the tirne of the last
census no less than 152 149 were un-
der the ordinary marriageable age
of 2,5,
While it is true that the school
teacher, as a rule, is unmarried. it Is
evident that she is not at all an old
maid, as most people consider her to
be. As I have shown by these fig-
ures. only one woman school teacher
in five has reached the age of 35.
After that time the frequency of
marriage among the teachers natur-
ally becomes less, It is pretty nearly
the deed line for matrimony in the
schools. The woman who has reached
that age without taking unto herself
a husband is apt to remain in the
profeseion until adtailetag years re-
quire her retirement,
it
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Western Spirit a Factor.
"That is to say, the woman teacher
in the west sueceeds in getting a bet-
ter grade of education for her pupils
than the women in the eastern
schools, not because she is herself so
much better but because the western
boards of education are more pro-
gressive, are more willing to branch
out in new direstions.
"One can Ili:A;(4? this readily by
comparing two such typical states as
Iowa and Massechusetts. As every
one knows, Massachusetts is the home
of free education. It is responsible
for the planting of the little red
schoolhouse throughout the west. In
Massachusetts, too, the women in
most lines of activity outnumber the
men\ Yet it is a fact that the school
trustees- ia New England generally.
and in Massachusetts particularly,
are too well satisfied with present
conditions. They are coming to be
as slow to accept new ideas as our
English cousins, and the result is that
the public schools of New England
today are undeniablY lagging behind
the west"
"It is true," said this authority,
who speaks from the btfhis of twenty-
five years of service. "that the wa
men have practically driven the men
out of the protesehen of teaching
everywhere except In the colleges.
Why Women Have Supplanted Men.
"There are several reasons for
this. .in the first place, the woman
Is comparatively new to the business
of working for wages. She is still
willing to work for less than the
man, although frequently she gives
longer and better service. The aver-
age woman, besides that, is really
better fitted for the work of teaching
than the man. She has more patience,
more.tact, and is more apt to treat
the pupil as an individual.
"The man treats his class as a
whole. He is entirely defielenl. in the
maternal instinct, and he is usually
lacking in patience. On the other
hand the man can speak to a boy Es
no woman can speak. Not only the
boys but the girls themselves In a
class respect him, and possibly fear
him, more than they do the woman
teacher.
"For this reason It is. a pity that
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Louisville. Ky., Round
trip $2.60. Special train
leaves Paducah 4:30 p.
Saturdea, July 20; returning
leaves Isquietille 4 p. m., Mon-
day, July 22. Tickets good on-
ly on special trains in both
dhertione. No extension will
be granted; no baggage will
he checked.
Nashville, Tenn. Round trip
$2 Special train letives Pa-
durah 9:25 11. 111., Sunday,
July 14; returning leaves
Nashville. 8 p. m. Monlay,
July 15. No extension will be
granted; no baggage will be
on special trains going and
returning.
Jamestown, ya. —Xxposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
S18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days..
For information, apply to
City Ticket Offtce, Firth and
Broadway or Union
J. T. DONOVA
Agt City Ticket Claw
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
we have driven the men out of the
work of teaching to sash a large ex-
tent We need more men in our
Veracity. .
Norman Hapgood was discussing
veracity. "Truth telling," he said,
"Is not always wise or praiseworthy.
Indeed. it is sometimes the reverse,
"Thus a young man called on a
young woman early one spring morn-
ing. He had his automobile along
lie wanted to give the young woman
a morning spin through the country.
"A little girl, the young woman's
niece, answered the bell.
"'Is your auntie in?' said the
young man.
" 'Yes, sir,' said the little girl.
" 'That's good. Where is she?" he
went on.
" 'She's upstairs,' said the little
girl, 'in her nightie, looking over the
railing.' "—New Yotk Tribune.
To the Cool North via the Northwest-
p1 n Line.
The Northwestern Line reaches
with direct train service and through
Pullman Sleeping cars, a series of
cool 'summer resorts, hunting and
fishing grounds In Wisconsin. alinne-
sota and Northern Michigan, Which,
for variety of laeltreet, excel sti oth-
ers. Numerous good Weis, boardlng
houses and ca mpg Some Of the best
fishing in the %korai If you are in
terested in finding a plitee stilted to
your particular needs, address:
N, W. BREEZE. General Agent, 436
Walnut at., Oedema', 0.
•
RAT CHASE PittllMI lettestieditest
Youth leans i‘z teit While Pursuing
CI Nit' kJ n t aNantes taw epes
Being Mused to Des•th.
N Y., July 6.- -Whi
lying helpless in a fainting fit at his
home on Deer street, Arthur Loeb
e as ueariy burned to death. He re-
covered consciousness in time to save
himself from that fate, but he was
terribly burned. His condition is
serious, and if he recovers, the prob-
ability is he will be permanently crip-
pled
The young man was awakened at
3 o'clock by a scratching at a win-
dow screen in his room. Upon inves-
tigation he tourist a large rat trying
to get out. The rat scurried out into
the shell and Loeb, attired In his
nightshirt. trousers and slippers, and
carrying a lighted lamp, followed and
armed' himself with a toy garden rake
He went after the rat, which ran into
the kitchen, routed the rat out from
under a piece of furniture and struck
it several blows.
I The excitement brought on an epi-
leptic lit, to which Loeb is subjected,
;and he fell to the floor. When be ro
!covered his senses a half hour later
.be found his clothing ablaze, and a
/door and a section of the floor aftameHe extinguished the fire in his cloth-
ing and crawled on his hands and
knees to the bathroom. His parents.
hearing his cries, found him in the
bathtub, rubbing off from hithlegs
what he considered soot, but whieh,
in fact, was charred skin, which came
off in large patches. He was burned
frorn the hips down.
After getting the young man to
his room and calling a doctor, the
father, Charles M. Loeb, went to the
kitchen and extinguished the fire
there and killed the wounded rat.
Lying on the floor were the young
man's trousers and slippers, the for-
mer burned off‘at the knees and the
latter badly charred.
That theh young man was not
smothered by smoke as he lay in a
faint, thus imperiling the lives of the
other members o.f the hodsehold, is
considered remarkable. lose) is
abotft 21 years old.
The Killarney of America.
Netteling in a frame of beautifully
wooded shores lies a series of beau-
tiful lakes 145 miles north of the
city of Toronto, Ontario, and known
as the "Lakes of Bays Region, a
chain of seven lakes studded with
lovely islands, with hotels through-
out the district and a good steam-
boat service to all points attracts the
tourist, angler and sportsman. Just
the out-of-the-way sort of place to
vtsit during the summer months. For
all particulars and free illustrated
publication apply to W. Robinson,
506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
• •
Blenkinsop—"I'm pelt' to resign
from this belly golf 'club, old chap."
Jones—"Why so, old man?" Bleak-
Insop—"The society ,is getting too
mixed, I met my pawnbroker here the
other day."—Ally Sioper.
Waiter: "The fish that the 'gentle-
man on the terrace has ordered
smells a bit." Proprietor: "Well,
serve it to him when a motor car
goes by."—Meggendorfer Blaetter.
A lawsuit is the thief of time and
mane).
EVERY QUEEN OF HEARTS
bowls over kings and knaves in the
game of Life when her
PERFECT TEETH•
are dIsplaed In a dazzling smile.
Good teeth mean also good health.
And the law of every state will in-
sist on good molars in the mouth of
every citizen. Our Crown and Bridge
work ,is marvelous in results, dupli-
cate Sete equals Nature's own, Fill-
ings guaranteed to last for years.
Finest dentistry in every branch.
Pleasing prices.
The Hill Dental Co.
204; Broadway.
THE KODAK STORY
Of summer days grows In charm
as the months go by—it's always
interesting —it's personal — it
tells of the places, the people
and the Incidents from your
point of view—just as you saw
them. And it's an easy story to
record, for the kodak works at
the bidding of the merest novice.
There is no dark-room for any
part of kodak work, it's all sim-
ple. Wen the button—do the
rest—or leave It to another--just
as you pleise. The kodak cata-
logue tells the details. Free at
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Kodak. *X to *1100
Brownless• *Ito X54
S %TURD %
A Man is Known by th
phone He Ke
Paducah people demand the best and we mect the
EAST TENNESgERIIPHONE CO.
demands of the best people.
 111111•1111111INIIIIMMIIIIIIMIS
INSURANCE  A CI EN11"
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones New 169
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Itull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones Old 726New 726
Carrapb111 Eluilding, 4-1taducath, Ky.
 1491MIliall111111.1111111111111111111111
ase elegance Economy
These three attributes of a good bicycle can  be found in the
Reading, Recycle and Laclede Bicycles.  TERMS EASY
Sold and guaranteed by
S. E. MITCHELL
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
New Phone 481-a Old Phone 743
4111111111110.ronwe.-
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONF 449
liell%4V%lie%1116 411Ab
4%%•4 Iliv•11%%%11,41%
•
These lar
Hot days
We sing in praise
Of the, gas range
Neat and cool.
No worry, no care,
Just burn hot air
'Tis the cleanest
and coolest of fuel.
The Paducah Light
and Power Company
• incorporated,
sae  
•
•
r
•
•
KIDN
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two closet give relief, and one bee
Will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
hravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
-Emissions, Weak and Larne Back,
Kheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box on the no cure no pay buds
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourta
and Broadway, wee agent for Pada-
soh, or sent by mall upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louis-
ville. KY
Located in the bine
grua section of the
State, beautiful sad
healthy. just an hour's
ride from Nes/Iodic.
The only w howl tor
40 WQMIWIS. ii the State
owned and controlled by
Papsists, sad one of the best for the higher
education of young women.
EVERYTHING NEW. -Three story press-
ed brick building; furnished complete through.
out; steam heated: lighted by gas and electric.
ItY; twenty-four rooms with private baths, be-
sides plenty of public bath rooms.
An ideal school in an ideal location. where
your daughter will be looked alter at all times,
in the building of character, training of mind
and 'heart, and development of the body For
further particulars and prices writc to
"'GED. Pres.
ihJ steer Rummy, ees Murfreedbm°,14"".
DYSPEPSIA
"Haying taken your wonderful "Casearies" tint&tea months and being entirely cored of stomachtatarrli and domeipals.1 think a word of praise laPee 10Caaearefr" to r their wonderful eonapoinit..n.have taken numerotia other so-relied remedieshet without avail and I nnethst Casearets relinesRime in a day mai all the others I have tasenWould in a sear "
Jaw, M te, ie Mercer St.. Jersey Clty, as J.
best For
The Bowels
_ Pleasant. Paint,. le Potent Test...Gonda DealledxNever t.. Jfr e. l. Ne•efsold in holt. Th., etillulnfl tablet stamped C C V.tinarantced to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy to., Chicago or N.Y. set
INNUALSALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
MEN Alln WOMiti
'NO Itigo for limn:cute
te I Madam. diediargesednflaaimatintit
anara•Is.‘ Irritations or ulcer.itiog,
mi is Misters a inn coo. membrane*
r"").011)., _co•ealeiso- Psinlosa, awl aot attrinrallitillE1110ALCO. est or Poieonous
oteelle01. field by Dresslate.
5. 5£. or mat ,o plain Prime*.
by **prow prenald, ft.
SI OS. • r b. Hes tr '0
sANTAL-MI DYStudent nasay for GUM.Gawates aft ItswIngs
IN 443 HOURS. earls Ol-
ney and Madder Treelike.
WVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
Ilivassavtll• sod Paducah Packs
(Ineerpersted)
(Delay Except Sunday.)
liteamers Joe Fowler and John
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
SPeelal excursion rate now in et
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.10. Elegant musie on the
Ivo•t. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEANIAM DION FOWLER
Loaves Paeucal for Cairo and w43
landings at 8 a. m sharp°, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without mesh
and room. Good music and table ute
lour/rafted .
For further information apply to
IL A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, ot
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, al
Fowler-Crurcbaugh & Co's. Nisi
Both pb000w No. Ill
ST. LOUIS AND TENNFWISFIE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEINER CLUE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. in,
A, W. ....... Master
ROIIINPeOff Clerk
.This company ls not responsible
for Invoice changes tiniest) colleced by
the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu.
41111 be W tertian. Fare for the cooed
trtp . Leaves fiadticah every
•t 1 A• 11). ,
••••••••••••••••••••••••••4•••••••••••••••••0••••••••
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TbeiKING Qf
DIAMONDS.
By Louis Tracy,•
•• Author of ••Wings of the Morning," "The Pills, of•••• Light," Etc.••••
•••
•• COPYRIGHT. 1904, By EDWARD J. cLone.•
•••••••••••••••••0••••••*••••••••••••••• •••••••t ••• 
(Continued From Yesterday.)
"Does it not seem to you to be rath-
er an anomaly that justice, which in
the abstract is hapeccable, too often
depends on other issues' which have no
passible bearing on the merits of the
dispute itself?"
"My dear boy, that defect will eon-
Hupp until the crack of doom. Unseal
laid It .bare in an epigram,- 'It all de-
pends on which side the Pyrenees Fox
happens to he.'"
"Unfortunately I am straddling the
water shed at Rile moment. I have
made a very important discovery, Ab-
ingdon': and I am glad we are alone to-
night: we can speak freely. Sowe peo-
ple named Sharpe & Smith wrote to me
yesterday."
al knew them-an old estaidished
firm of solicitors."
"Well, they urged me to give them
an appointthent on a private matter,
"I know thcm-on oh! esMblished Arta
of solicitors."
and. I did so, They began by trying to
cross examine me, but that W114 an
abject failure. Seeing that whatever
they had to say must stand on its own
leivi, they told me an extraordinary
story. It appears that at o place called
the' Hull, Beitham. Devon, lives an
elderly baronet named Sir Philip Mon
land."
"Morland! Philip Moriand!"
"Ah, you remember the name! It
was given to a young derelict who mice
figured in the dock before you on a
charge of being in unlawful poases-
Si011"
"The matter is not serious, then?"
"It is very serious. The real Philip
Morlaud is my uncle."
"Do you mean to say that you learn,
ed this fact for the first time today
from Sharpe & Slietb?"
Philip laughed. By this time they
were seated at the table, and (heir talk
depended to a certain extent on the
comings and goings of servants. At a
dinner en famine, the presence of a
ponderous butler and solemn lackeys
was -dispensed with.
"Oh. you lawyers!" he cried. "That's
a nice sort of lending munition. But.
marvelous as it may seen ta you, I
must answer 'Yes.' My mother's maid-
en name was Morland. Her brother
was mull older then she, cud It ap-
pears the dear woman married to
please herself. thereby mortally offend-
ing tile- bartnet."
"Wily the 'offense?' "
"Beentiee my father's social position
was not eqral to that of the aristocrat-
ic Mt:Hands. Moreover, her brother
bad all accident in hisr youth which
rendered him irritable and morose.
From being a pleasant sort of man-
which. Indeed, he must have been did
hs share aught of my mother's; nature-
Ite grew into a mienn throne and 011ye
his Welt) tIC elnesiflcation of Exmoor
beetlen He treated my mother very
badly, so vilely that even she: denr
stall, during her married life held no
further comminication with him and
never mentioned him to me by. name.
Now, one thy on Exmoor he found a
lady who new was devoted to beetles -
at least she knew all that the 4ncyclo-
pnedla Britannic* could teneh her. She
was a poor but handeetne vcidow."
"Ah!"
"It Is delightful to talk with you.
Abingdon. Your monosyllables belp
the nen-nate* along. Sir Philip mar-
ried the widow. She brought him n
son, aged five. There were no children
born of my uncle's; marriage."
"When poverty overtook my 'leer one,
she so far obliterated a cruel memory
wino appeal, not once, but many times,
to the Minitel colenpterna of Exmoor,
but she was invarintay frozen off either
by Lady Louisa \Iceland or by Meisrs.
Sharpe & Smith."
"DM they admit fluor
"fly um means. I am telling you the
fncls. I am still on top qf the Pyre
ri""Tah.i.en hew did you avert:nit the
(tenor
'•I have in illy paeatbstsion teer sine
my Mother's death the letters they
wrote to her. They *ere frelith In my
anetnory when you and I first nutin
the Clerkettwell !neap enurt. That is
why the tome of Alorinnd was
glib on my townie."
"Ho I have only heard Iiistorieal
events.- eVehte prior to the Wit ten
years)"
•
•
"Exactly. My uncle is now sixty
yeses of age. Lady Louisa Merland's
son is twenty-four. Her ladyship's,
whole aim in life has beets to secure
him as the baronet's heir. The title, of
course, he cannot obtain. itut, most
unfortunately. he has no pe chant for
beetles. Indeed. Lady Louisn's re-
searches have long since diminished in
ardor. Her son's interests are divided
between the Sports ('lull) and the cory-
tames of the latest musical comedy.
Moths are more in his line apparently.
My uncle. wao Is prt•paring a mono-
graph on the [lees which patronize Ex-
moor wild ponies. came to town last
week to visit the British museum. Un-
It:Tr:jay he heard something about his
st which disturbed his researches.
There wee a row."
"Why do you say 'unhappily?"
"Because I am dragged into the
wretched husinleoi on account of it.
After a lapse of more than twenty-flre
years he remembered his eister. went
to his solicitors, made a fearful hub-
bub when he heard of ietters received
from her and answered without his
knowledge cud ascertained that she
was dead and had a son living. At eny
cost, they must find that ROIL They
have guessed at my identity for some
time. Now they want to make sure of
R."
"Ana whet did you sayS"
"I told them I would think over the
situation and communicate with them
further."
"Were they satisfied?"
"By no means: Thejeare exceeding-
ly anxious to placate the old mae.
They, probably control * good deal of
his money."
"tear
"Of course! You see the &nosey of
their positioa. After playing into the
hands of Lady Louisa for nearly a
quarter of a centery they suddenly find
the whole situation changed by 1h
baronl's belated discovery that he
once had a sister."
"You have not told me all this with-
out a purpose. Do you want my ad-
vice?"
PhIlip's face was clouded, his eyes
downcast.
"You understand." he said after a
long pause, "that some one, either the
man or the woman-the woman, I
think-is morally respowilide for my
mother's death. She was poor-wretch-
edly,.horribly, poor-the poverty of thin
clothing and insufficient food. She was
ill, coutiaed to a [resemble hovel for
sveary -months and was so utterly un-
provided with the barest necessities
that the parish doctor was on the point
of compelling her to go to the work-
house infirmary when death came.
Am I to be the inetrument of God's
vengeance on this woman?"
Mr. Abingdou, who had risen to light
a cigar, placed a kindly hand on the
young inan's shoulder.
"Philip," he said, with some emo-
tion, "I have never yet beard you utter
a hasty judgment. You have prudence
far beyond your year-A It seem, to
me, speaking with all the reverence of
a man in face of the decrees of Prove
denee, that God has already provided
a terrible punishment for Lady Louisa
Mortand. What is the name of her
son?"
"I do not know. I forgot to ask."
"I have a wide experience of the
jeuasse doree of London. Hardly a
week passed during many years of my
life that one of his type did not ap-
pear before me hi the dock.' What 14
he- a rope, a gambler, probally
drunkard?'
"All these, I leathered from the so-
licitor/V." ,
"And if your mother were
4
For the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and Mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known. 1
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of Its
offensive odor. Next time try
it In your chafing dish or alco-
hoJ heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Ile sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
ific 4 pt and bottle; c rebate
for bottle.
2fic 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
36e 2 pt and bottle; be rebate
for bottle.
S. II. WINSTEAD
Prompt SerliCel on
Seventh and
Teloplises
wino would she say to Lady Mot-
Maar
"She would pity her from the depths
Of her heart. Yes, Abingdon, you tire
right. My uncle's wife has choseu her
own path. She must follow it, let it
lead where l will. I wilt write to
Messrs. Sharpe & Smith now. But
step into my dressing room with me
for eatnoment, will you?"
In a center of the, spacious apart
went to which he led his guest stood a
large safe. Philip opened it. Witte!'
were a number of books and docu-
ments;' but lu a large compartment at
the bottom stood a peculiar object for
such n repository--an ordinary leather
portmanteau. He lifted it on to a conch
and took .a key from, a drawer in the
safe.
"This is one of my treastNes which
you have rever seen." he said, with a
sorrowful smile. "It has not been In
the light for many years."
He revealed to his friend's wonder-
ing eyes the tattered suit, the slipshod
boots, the ragged shirt and cap, the
rusty doorkey, associated with that
wonderful month of Murch of a decade
earlier. He reverently unfolded some
of his-mother's gat-meets, and his eyes
were misty as he surveyed them.
But from the pocket of the portman-
teau he produced a packet of soiled let-
ters. tine by one he rem' them aloud.
though he winced at Bee remembrance
of the agony his mother must have
endured as she experienced each rebuff
from Lady aforiand and her husband's
solicitors.
Yet he persevered to the end.
"I wanted a ,model for a brief com-
munication M Messrs. Sharpe &
Smith." he said bitterly. "I think the
general purport of their correspond-
ence will serve my needs admirably."
As he closed the Gladstone bag his
stern mood vanished.
"Do you know," he said, "that this
odd looking portmanteau. always lock-
ed and always I.:Toeing in a safe, has
puzzled my valets considerably? One
man got it out anti tried to open it.
(-aught 1dm in the net. I honestly be-
lieve both he and the °there were un-
der the impression that I kept my dia.
monde in it."
"By the way, that reminds me of a
request from Inane:dein. As all the
:smaller diamonds have now been dis-
posed of and the remain only the
large stones, he thinks that some of
them might lie cut into seetious. They
are menarketabk at present."
"Very well. Let us appoint a tiny
next symea and overhaul the entire col-
leetion. I intend to keep the big out's
to form the. (-enter ornaments of .a
tiara, a necklace and gewgaws of that
!tort."
"I ant glad to hear if."
"My dear fellow. I suppose there will
be it Mrs. Anson some day, but I have
not found her yet.
"Whoc'er she be.
That not impossible she.
That shall command my heart and me."
And a ripple of laughter chased
away the last shadows from his face.
(Continued in Next Issue.)
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kidneys and biadder? Have you
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
bladder? ' Have you a• flabby ap-
pearance of the face especially under
the eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney
Pills will cure you-at Druggists.
Price 50c.
Williams, Mfg. Co., Prolog., C:eve-
land, 0.
• 
Uncle Maui's Popular Flag Harvests.
While the print-flag manufactories
are busy all the year, October, No-
vember, December and January are
the strenuous months. Sales • are
greatest in the late winter and in the
spring, while the _larger deliveries
are in April, May and June. The
greatest demand for flags is from the
New England. central and western
etales, although Pennsylvania leads
all other states in the number and
coat of the flags annually purchased.
The western states, as a whole, are
nee largest consumers.
Not the least, netable feature of
the development of flag sentiment
during the last decade is the growing
demand for flags of the better grade.
Public pent intent concerning the
American flag was never so reverent
as today. There are three days of
the year when the flag is more in
evidence than at other times. The
first is May 30, Memorial day, when
the number of flags used in far
greater than at any ether time. Next
comes Flag day, June 14, the anni-
versary of the adoption ofi,. the flag,
celebrated especially by the public
school children. And then there Is
the Fourth 'of July. Independence
day, when thq, flag and the firecracker
hold undisputed sway.-Circle Maga-
zine,
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TARtANDCANCHALAGUA
FOT the eisinteete cure of Cough.. Col4a,
Asthma, and Bronchitis stel all Loins r,vn-
plaints tending to Consumption, Lteetwon,
Tarand Wile Cherry have .01 ages main'
lathed an established reputation am • stapdard
Cough Remedy It contains no opium or herm-
its: drag. oast he given, with safety to children.
Price 11.00. Sold ay elver St UM,
Williams SSTs Co„ trope.. Cleveland, 0.
Food Value of Flour.
. We simply don't know what con-
stitutes a good wheat: there is no
accepted standard of goodness. What
Is called strength Is a purely fictitious
expression with regard to- the food
value of flour: it has referenee merely
to the power of the dour to carry
water and to Its stIehleseits---the
ron west " flour being one from
which the baker can make the great-
est ,number of loavee *ad the biggest
loaf; it is, therefore, the weakest SA
a food ruatert..1.- -London Science
Progenies. .
Sure Cure: Patlenctse-"Vrt Ppm-
ever glit over that 1evel affair ef
orders hers?" "Patrices-,"Oheities," -Wks,
Broadway.
,
, 
• cured her?" "A doctor" "A dostor?"
"Yee: she married him!"-Yonkers
Fiateenia11. . ealeseeise es
INGLESIDE LODGE'Cr
INsTA1.1.8 (1"101( 'ER'S EI,FATED
Call, w
SUMME
AT RECENT MEETING.
DRAU HON'S linciliNtrg COLLEGE
Summer Disco
e, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MoNEY BACK
_let fetes of Incorporat  of 'ehree 28 Colleges 18 wears' success. Address Drauglion's Practical Duelist-ea
Links Building Company Are College
Being Prepared.
Ingleside lodge of Odd Fellows
last evening Metalled officers recently
elected. The installation was con-
ducted by Robert L. Donner, distret
deputy of the grand master of tha
state. The officers:
Noble grand-C. E. Renfro.
Vice Grand--W, E. Frezor.
Right Support to Noble Grand-- V.
G. Berry.
Warden-J. T. Easley.
Conductpr- al. M. Cockrill,
Ilfght Scene Supporter-B. T. West
brook.
Left Scene Supporter-W, F. Don-
gal.
Inside Guardian-James T. Hutch-
en.
°utter Guardian-H. Wallace,
Chaplain---W. H. Cooksey.
Right Support to Vice Grand'--
John E. .Feavis.
Left Support to Vice Grand -
Theo. E. Sehaeffer.
lainance Committee--A. C, Mayer,
James T. ilutchen and Robert la
Conner.
Mangum lodge will met to install
Thursday Hight.
Three Links Building.
Articles of Incorporation of the
Three Links Building company are be
tag prepared for the three lodges of
Odd Fellows owning the property at
Fifth street and Kentucky avenue.
The capital stosk will be fixed at
$13,500, two-fifths to be held by
Mangum, two-fifths by Ingleside and
one-fifth by Union Encampment.
A Wonderful Aqueduct.
In fifteen years Nt`14 York city will
be drawing its water from the greet
Ashokan reservoir. in the heart of the
Catskills. The water will be brought
to the city by a huge concrete and
steel aqueduct, 100 miles long, and
the largest in the world. The most
unique feature of this aqueduct will
be the stupendous siphon under the
'Hudson at Storm King. This is a
feat of tunneling .that puts to blush
i all the tunnels around New York
city.
The subways tinder the Hudson
river now constructing go down about
ninety feet below the water; but the
Storm King siphon will be sunk Gae
feet below the aqueduct gradient.
if this were built on the air pres-
sure principle, used in the East river
tunnels, all the workmemewould per-
ish from the preeela as soon as the
work had gone a'llttle below, 14)0 feet
under the rater.
As the engineer; found it would
be necessary to go below the fatal
limit at Storm King. they decided to
build a tunnel oe siphon so far down
below the river bottom that it would
he in solid rock and not allow water
to leak in. Going down over 600 feet
they calculate that little or no water
will come in, and therefore they will
not have to do the work or dig under
pressure from compressed air.-
Broadway Magazine.
The Wicked Cities: What be-
came of Nineveh?" askeJ the Sun-
day school teacher. "It was destroy-
ed," said Johnny, promptly. "And
what became- of Tyre?" "Punctured."
-.Cleveland Leader.
"What was the most thrilling mo-
ment of your life?" "It occurreti last
night. I walked the floor with the
baby _for two hours, and, just as he
had finally dropped off to sleep, I
trod on a squeaky board."- Cleve-
land Leader.
As a rule what a man calls his
"rights" represent merely desired
privileges.
The good die young and the old
sinners die hard.
DR. O. lg. KIDD
Office 201 1-2 Broadway, •
PADUCAH, KY.
Telephones: Office 330; residence
987.
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m.; 2 ttl
p. .m; Sundays. 2 to 3 le m
INDEPENDENCE DAY.
We hall the glorious Fourth with
glad acclaim. We will be closed to
celebrate like all loyal citizen*.
Meanwhile we are here to look after
your real estate Interests with
serupulous care.
H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and Rentals
Fire Accident, ilealth, Life and
Liability Insurance.
ionoss 127:
Incorporated.
G RAYSON SPRINGS
Most noted waters and bath's in America
T111 E 1 1:3 E, A L. FAMILY IRIE.1113()12T
Electric lighted, Stearn heated, Capacity a00 guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
BA'rlIS-sulphur, Mild, Vapor and Massage.
AMUSEMENTS-Dancing, Bowling, - Billiards, Tennis, Bunting.
. Fishing. .
lets SI h S1050 per week S25 to $1750 per wee Special Rates le Follies,
Client Related Rowel Trip Rafts ot it 40 over lease enlist Rained.
AltiRCKE BRC).S., OWNERS All MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS,
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1(Y.
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Rack to Nature.
The fork has come to be an em-
barrassIng feature of many tables in!
the old days, when one iteife and one l
fork, with a spoon or two, served fete
-'-.
gone on: with the clam e ktail.
91-1r*IY the fork has become an intim-
I Eition and should be done away with.
Let its buck to nature anti the trusty
Barlow.--Kansas CP y Journal.
disposing of a meal, it was simple:I, •• I
itself. Today there is a bewilderingj
multiplicity of tools laid in gn fll.. litentee
posing row beside the plate, and akreland?"
tmajority of them are forks, meat fanner,
forks, pie larks, fruit forks---wele,
Tour:st: And are there any an-
:au:Bards in these parts of
Car Driver: "Shure, yer
the country's full o' thim!"-
: ....a Bite. .
haven't got them in order-and otheri
queer instruments, the Purpose eti
which we never learn until the end
of the meal, when we find ourselves
in possession of silverware that
should have been carried away early..
We axe .len-ta-face--" .-IC!.--1-iirthr----a:
fork, and to stir our coffee with a
silver pot-hook that should have
-
HENRY
look
REMOVED
and
Binding,.
MANMEN
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and best
Bailey,
hotel
ILL.
Prop.
in
HOTEL
the city
1
Oak Dale Hotel
Broolciport, III.
Rites $I a Day. Everything 0 I
Ire J. A. Lulus, rrspastrns.
Rates &2-00. Two large sample
hOOM3. Bath rooms, Electric Lights- 
The only centrally located Hotel le
he city.
CONLHERCLVL PATRONAGE SO- LEE LINE STEMS
LIOITED. Round trip escureion rates
front Paducah to Cincinnati,
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
fit. Louis and -Memphis, which
are AS follows: 
radwati to Cincinnati and
WITH
New
ONStitiPTION
FOR C o
OL
U
D
GHS
Dr I
DISCOUSTI
andS
a 5Kmg s.....
Price
60e&$ iio
Fres Tel......1
 e11.00
St. Louis  7.50
Memphis  7.50
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond House.:....---,.............
Surest tole Qu:ckeat Coro for all l
1  and EU NO TRGITL,THROAT
LIS, or MONEY RACK.
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D & C TIME
LAKE tPlIE DIVISION
Leave Det,it diti'l  10.30 P. kg.
A,,Ve Clee 'land direr 533 A. M.
It,.. Clew feed daily  113.15 P M.
Arrive Detr:d daily 530k U.
T.1-Wsolt • Droned Sops Woos. Detroit sadINh 
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to Po muster loth the C. at I. Line wili operatesad oledo
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the Delidhts •
of a Lake Trip
A.
Spend yi stir 'newton on the GT, I.
Lakes and travel via the large. s...'..
and comfortable steamer* of tb,
Li. &C. Line, Your kr•fil ticket agent
s.-q1 sell yott through ,tlekets via the
D. LC. Line to all t.rrat lake fir-
tonna A mammoth new 4,....amrr coo-iwS1.0110,000.00 will he in ,._ ..,:onbod..o
between Detroit' and Cleraeoat for
SeelgOtt MO.
TABLE
NIAVICINSD DIVISION
Lv.Toledo lan&ysk •Saturday, 9.3011. M.
•I manikin & Tisursdays 4.00 P. M.
t.v.Cle-rd Mondays& 'Sir wdaYs S. 0 0 P. 1VI•
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ne Commonwe lth Paid in Full
0 0
POLICY IN FORCE FIVE MONTHS
Any other company would have paid only one-half this amountThe COMMONWEALTH is. the only compney that pays its Indus-trial Policies PROMPTLY and IN FULL—tio matter when death4,ccurs• Tbt. COMMONWEALTH la the "square deal company."Read the following letter:
Louisville, Ky., June 20, 19.07.COMMONWEALTH LIFE ENS. CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen: I desire to thank you for paying me so promptlythe full sum of $2'40.0iii, twins the amount due me. as beneficiaryunder policy No. 30199, issued by your Company on the life of myhusband, Frederick William Lammle, who died on June lith.Although this policy was taken out on February 4th, 1907,lees than ti%e months ago, you have paid me in lull, whereas otherIndustrial companies undar the same circumstances would onlyhave paid me one-half of the amount.
I certainly appreciate the liberal provisions of the policiee thatyou home and I want to say also that you have settled with me soproruptly, for although my husband carried insurance in three orfour other companies, the COMMONWEALTH is the first to settle.
Very truly yours,
(Signed): MARY ANNA LAMMLE.
1917 Duncan St.
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age of 75write a postai card to W. D. Asides, :Superintendent of indus-trial Department, Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway. Paducah, Ky.,and an agent will be glad hi call and explain fully the many exclusivefeatures of CONISIONWF:ALTH insurance. You do not obligate your-self in any way by talking it titer.
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Savings Bank.
Commonwealth
life Ins. Co. Chestnut308Louisville,Ky,
J. I). POWERS, Pres.; JUDGE MATT O'DOHERTY, First VicePres.; DARWIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Tress.; DR. J. W. GUEST,Medical Director; GREGORY & WHENRy. Gent. Oeunsel: J. M.QUINN, Manager of Agencies, lAWIS G. 'RUSSELL. Manager in-dustrial 'apartment.
RAILROAD NOTES
Mr. Harry Meyer left yesterday to
inspect watches on the Illinois Cen-
tral between Carbondale and Golcon-
da, Ill. He will inspect the Louis-
ville division later.
7 Mr. Wall Elrod has accepted a po-
sition as flagman on the IIHnois Cea-
taral.
The local Illinois Central wrecker
came in at 12 o'clock last night after
working a derailment at Norton-
vine.
'D. Hargrove, an Ilinois Central ear
repairer of Mechanissburg. was
knocked utenanselous yesterday after-
noon by the slipping of a heavy
wrench he was using. The wrench
WANTED
500 Rooms
to Pd per
Parlors., hall, dining and bed
roams: beautiful patterns: any
price paper, any site room, in
fact your tiolce of . our stock
from 5c to *750 per roll.
$1 Per Room Down, Bal.
ance Weekly.
We do this to clear out all of
this year's patterns, so that the
1998 stock will not be mixed
with 1917 patterns Right now,,
is the time to have your paper-
ing dime Call at once to see
our stock.
Sanderson, Perkins 86 Co.
PINS 1511. 421 Mutsu
We frame pictures while you
wait.
struck him in the face, inflicting adeep cut under his right eye. He was
taken to the Illinois Central hospital.
He is not seriously injured.
Ed Ligon, of 1648 Clay street, has
accepted a position in the air valve
department of the Illinois Centrs!
shops under Mr. C. F. Akers.
Mr. Bell Given, material accoant-
est in the Illinois Central master
mechanic's office, announced his res-
ignation, effective at once, this morts
ing, and hart accepted a position in
St. Louis. The act caused a slight
changeup in the clerical force in the
boiler shops.
Mr. Given has accepted ,a potation
with the H. W. Johns-Manville com-
pany, of New York, in the St. Louis
branch office. He will be a traveling
salesman with all Missouri as his
territory, and will eater his new du-
ties Monday. The company manu-
factures asbestos and its products
for railroad use exclusively.
Mr. Given has been succeeded by
Mr. ben Harper, clerk in the boiler
hips, and Mr. Harper is succeeded
Mr. Elbert Sargent, a boiler
akers helper.
Mr. P. B. Finley, timekeeper in
.0 Illinois Central master merhan-
14 (Anse, has resigned effective at
ence and will accept a position as
bookkeeper in a local wholesale gro-
cery store. No sussessor has been
permanently appointed yet.
Dick 'semen is once again day call-
er at the Illinois Central round house
going to work again this morning.
Daman resigned several weeks agoand was atiseeseled by Mr. Tom Ridge
ly. Mr. Ritigely is now stationtd in
the yard office service.
I Cynicus- -"I have been engaged to
at least a dozen girls " Silicus—"Al-
ways been unlucky at love, eh?"
Cynicus- -"Oh, I don't know. I've
never married any of thein."—Phila-
delphia Record.
fliE PAD CAR 1Y4MG IS U.
MUST LEAVE CITY
POLICE JUDGE D..4. ('ROSS HAY-
MOWS LIZAIE, ROBERTS.
Denison of "Tin Can Alley" Gives
Hours To Shake Off Dust of
Paducah-a-Polk e Court.
Judge D. A. Cross this morning
tined Lizzie Roberts, who lives In
Tin Cana alley, Tenth und Finley
streets, in two eases, and suspending
one if she leaves town. She seemed
willing, and was released. Yesterday
afternoon Irvin Pace and Bob Right
had a difficulty in the Roberts wom-
an's house. They were arrested with
Mrs. Roberts. Pace was disorderly at
the station, tearing up cell bedding
and swearing at the police and the
turnkey. Following la the result of
the trial.
Irvin Pace, $10 and costs for dis-
orderly conduct, and $5 and coats for
breach of peace.
Bob Right, $5 and costs for breach
of peace.
lazzie Roberts, $50 and no costs
for "running a disorderly house, and
Va5 and costs for disorderly conduct,
given hours to leave town. The latter
fine was suspended but the former
Paid.
Other cases: Man Dobson, colored,
disorderly conduct, $20 and costs,
and given hours to leave town; Tom
Wood, colored, disorderly conduct,
$311 and costs; Frank Watson, mali-
cious shooting, continued.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce
!Sweet Potatoes
li rish Potatoes
Nee Potatoes  
String Beans  
Tomatoes 
 3 heads 5 cents
$1.50 a bushel
 $1 a bushel
5 cents a box
5 cents a box
10 cents a box
Egg Plant ...... . ..10 cents each
Cucumbers  10 cents each
Green Onions ...2 bunches for Sc
Greens 10 cents a bunch
Mustard. ...10 cents a bunch
Beets " bunches for 5 cents
Cabbage  5 cents a head
Raspberries  15 cents a quart
Peas  -5 cents a box
Strawberries  15 cents a quart
Green apples Sc a quart
Bananas 15 cents dozes
Oranges  4.0-61,) cents dozen
Chickens  25e to 6a cents
Eggs  15 cents a dozen
Butter  20 cents a pound
Rhubarb 5 cents bunch
Ham 17e lb
Lard 12 1-2e lb
i . —Syetentatic, never-quit use of
even A few inches of advertising
ipare 1%111 "pull busine%..* putt waif;NO, if you haat. a big enterprise,small space is not enough.
'The men who read a great deal
wonder how the ones who don't put
In their time
"It is said there ire only 16 wom-
en dentists in New York City." "And
yet there are more than that number
of women presiding over drawing-
rooms." "Yes, and more than that
number who look down in the
mouth."— Yonkers Statesman.,
What has become of the old-fash-
ioned girl who said to the boys, "Sir,
keep your distance."
•
The picture post-card craze is di-
minishing in England.
MRS. MARY Gat:AK/VICK
Of Philipsburg, Montana. Tells How
She Was Cured of Dandruff.
DIES OF SHOCK
JAMES MARTIN SUCCUMBis TO IN.
Yesterday.
%aged colored Man Struck by Switch
Engine of Illinois Central
Railroad.
James Martin, colored 75 years
old, died in Riverside hospital at 12
o'clock last night from the shock, re-
sulting from being run over by switch
engine No. 85, near Harrison and
Ninth streets, at 2:30 o'clock yester-
day afternoon. He could not see nor
hear well, and so stated after being
struck. He was so weak and mud-
dled by the shock that he could tell
nothing of his people. This morning
Coroner Frank Eaker held an in-
quest at the Mattil-Efinger under-
taking parlors, the verdict being "un-
avoidable accident." The jurors
were: Clem Franciola, A. W. Town-
send, William Kraus, R. P. Morris,
W. H. McCormick and H. G. Park.
Coroner Esker buried the body in
the county graveyard this morning.
4  
AT THE CHURCHES t
Presbyterian.
FIRST—The Rev. W. E. Cave,
pastor. The Rev. H H. Sweets, of
Louisville, will preach at both ser-
vices. Mr. Robert Chastaine will
sing the morning offertory and Miss
Mamie teyfuss at the evening ser-
vice.
KENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev.
J. R. Henry, pastor. Usual services
will be held tomorrow.
CUMBERLAND—The Rev. Joseph
McLeskey, pastor. Services at court
house. Morning subject: "The True
Life of the Saved Sinner." Evening
subject: "The Faith of Simon Fa-
gut." Sunday school at 9:30.
Methodist.
BROADWAY—The Rev. W. T.
Bolling, pastor. Dr. H. A. Rowland,
of Texas, will preach tomorrow morn-
ing. He is visiting Mrs. S. M. Gard-
ner, Eleventh and Jefferson streets,
and Mr. Armour Gardner, of Foun-
tain avenue. The pastor will preach
in the evening. Epvtorth league will
meet at 7 o'clock.
THIRD STREET— The Rev. P. H.
Fields, pastor. Usual services will be
held tomorrow.
GUTHRIE— The Rev. T. J.
Owen, pastor. The Rev. Mr. Cowling
will preach, in the morning, and the
Rev. Mr. Yates will fill the pulpit In
the evening.
TRIMBLE STREET— The Rev. G.
W Banks, pastor. Evangelistic ser-
vices have been held every night this
week, and tomorrow it will be de-
cided whether to continue them. Dr.
Guy T. Denton, of the Vanderbilt
university, wl preach in the evening.
The pastor will preach in the morn-
ing.
Mrs. Mary Gregovich. of Philips-
burg, Montana, under date of Novem-
ber 26, 1899, writes: "I bad typhoid
fever this summer, consequently was
losing my hair territtly, and my head
in places was perfectly bald. New-
bro's Herpicide had just come into
use in Phiiipsaurg, and the doctor
strongly recommended it to me. Af-
ter 3 or 4 applications my hair stop-
ped falling out, and is coming in
again quite thick. I used to be trou-
bled greatly with dandruff, of which
I am now quite cured." Kill the dan-
druff germ with Herpicide. Sold by
leading druggists. Two ibises, 50c and
$1.00. Send 10c in stamps for sant-
pie to The Herpicide Co., Detroit,
W B. McPherson, Specie
ageet.
Christian.
FIRST—The Rev. S. B. Moore,
pastor. Morning subject: "Peophet,
Priest and King." Evening subject:
"The Sinner's Ft lend." Sunday
school at 9:30 a. m.
TENTH STREET— The Rev.
George Farley, pastor. The Rev. J. T.
Brown continues to have large audi-
ences at the services. Regular ser-
vices will tie held tomorrow. Nine
additions have been had to the
church. The service in the afternoon
will be to women only. Morning sub-
ject: "Power of the Gospel in the
Heathen Land.'" Afternoon subject:
"What Woman Can Do." Evening
subject: "Religious Reformation —
Origin, Purpose and Progress." Mtn-
day he will preach on "A Fearful
Reaping" as applied to Paducah.
M ECHANICSBURG— Usual ser-
vice* will be held tomorrow.
(a. 
SAW
Brenlin glitbWindow
Shades GLEAVES  & SO, Broadway
SECOND WEEK OF OUR BIG 'REDUCTION SALE
Everything in our stock reduced from 10 to 25 Per
Cent. This has been a very backward season and we
find we have more goods than we care to have at this sea-
son and to reduce the stock will cut prices on everything.
Come early and get choice.
Bicycles
$13,98
Only a few left. No
more at this price.
Lawn Swings at
Cut Prices
Just received new lot
of woven wire and can-
vas cots; all at cut
prices this sale. -
North Star Refriger-
ators
At reduced prices. The
big ice savers.
Ice Cream Freezers at
cut prices.
Go•gCarts
Rubber tire and steel
handle, reduced to
$1.70. All Go-Carts at
cut prices.
Bed Room, Dining
Room, Hall, Kitchen
Furniture all at cut
prices.
Special
50 only of those 1 1 xl 4
oval brass frame Pic-
tures, worth 75c, only
one to a customer
35c
be he.d wawa ov, by the Rev. Paul
Bente.
Baptist.
FIRST— The Rev. Calvin M.
ThoMpson, pastor. A memorial ser-
vice for the late Dr. T. T. Eaton will
be held in the morning, and the Pas-
tor will give the story of his life. Ev-
ening subject: "The Bible's Last In-
vitation."
TWELFTH STREET— The Rev,
J.R. Clark,pastor. The Rev. J.R.Stew-
art, of Lone Oak, will preach tumorw
row evening. Sunday school in the
afternoon.
SECOND—The Rev. L. G. Graham,
pastor. Usual services will be held
tomorrow.
Geintah.
EVANGELICAL—The Rev. Wil-
liam Bourquin, pastor. German ser-
vice in the morning. English service
in the evening. Evening subject:
"Sowing and Reaping."
LUTHERAN Usual sm'rvir'es will
press Methodist church to continue
several weeks. The Rev, Mr. Owen
preaches at the Methodist church In
Oakland tomorrow morning.
Large audiences attend the servi-
ces held by the Rev. W. J. Naylor
under the tent at Tyler. No services
was held this afternoon, but the reg-
ular services will be 'held tomorrow.
. The Home Mission Society of the
Broadway Methodist church will
meet Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock
at the church.
The Wonten's Home Mission Soci-
ety of the Broadway Methodist
church will meet alsnday afternoon
at 3:30 with Mrs. C. W. Morrison,
1101 North Twelfth street.
Episcopal.
The Rev. David C. Wright, pastor.
As the pastor is on his vacation only
Sunday school and lay reading will
be held tomorrow.
Roman Catholic.
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES — The
Rev. II. -W. Jansen, pastor. Mass at
8 and 10:30 o'clock in the morning.
Vespers in the evening at 7:30
o'clock.
Salvation Army.
Sunday moaning, Fifth and Broad-
way, 10 a. m.: Fourth and Broad-
way, 11 a. m.: Third and Broadway,
2 o'clock; inside meeting at 3 p. m.;
Fourth and Broadway, 7 p. in-
side meeting K p. m. Meetings every
night except Monday. Headquarters
at 130 Broadway.
-----
Christian Science.
SERVIOES--Sunday, 10:30 a. m.:
Wednesday, 7:30. p. m.; Sunday
school at 9:39 a. tn. Hall 527 1-2
Broidway. Public invited.
Seventh Day Adventists.
Seraices every Saturday at 821
Soitth Findat treat. Sunday sichoOl
2:30 p. nt. Preaching 3:30 p. m. All
Ire heartily invited.
Church Notes.
The Rev. T. J. Owen and the Rea.
Mr. Prayther will commence a reit-
val this nvening at the Little Cy-
DEATHS IN GRAVES.
it
Nathaniel Cook, 74 years old, died
Thursday night at his home two
miles east of Dublin, of old age ypd
general debility. Ile was a pr a.
ent citizen and leaves a wife, two
eons and one daughter. W. F. Cook
lives in this county and James Cook
and Mrs. Ed McLeod live at Birm-
ingham. Marshall county. The burial
took place at Rcswell's chapel Fri-
day afternoon.
Addis Minton. the
son of Hays Minton,
southwest of Mayfield,
day evening after an I
weeks of brain fever.
was Friday afternoon
grave yard,
ten-year-Old
three miles'
died Thurs-
liness of four
The burial
at Dodson's
Bids For Coal,
Sealed proposals for furnishing
the city schools coal for the coming
winter will be received up to 7:30
o'clock p. m. July 16, 1907, at office
in high school building. Bid on lump.
nut and mine run—about 18 car
loads. Bidder makes difference la city
scales and company scales. The
board reserves the right to reject
any and all bids. •
W. T. BY RD,
Clerk Board of Education.
"The devil take these motors! If
they go slowly I can't run them In,
and If they go fast I can't see what
their numbers are."— Fliegende
Stetter.
—"Studying the ads." is a pretty
sure road to business acumen• and
sound judgment.
Temptations for Possible Purchasers
1 lot extra good 10c Tablets, each Sc
1 lot extra good White Envelopes, 50 for  5c
300 pieces Sheet Music, was worth 25c, now 3 10C
500 pieces Sheet Music, worth 25e, special a copy 10C
60 boxer, fine Stationery. regular 25c and 35c goods.  ... 9c
20 boxes fine Stationery, worth 50c, now. 29C
100 Selected Paper Back Novels, were 10c and 25c, now
each 50
D. E. WILSON, the Book and Music Mana-nt
At Harbour's Department Store,
Our great
Clearing Sale
is in
Full Swing
Women's
Golden
Brown
Oxfords
Just
Received
$3 and $3.50
a pair.
MANY PRICES FURTritil REDUCED FOR NEXT WEEK'S SALE:\ big assortment of Muslin Underwear just received for next week's selling. Summer Millinery at exceptionally low prices.Wash goods and other dress fabrics at clearing sale inducement prices.
MUSLIN UNDERWEA R.
A big assortment of Gowns, Skirts,
corset Covers, and Drawers will be
on display the coming week.
25c Knit Drawers at 15e a pair.
Muslin Drawers, well made, and
exceptionally good, 24c, sec, 73c and
BEAUTIFUL TRIMMED HATS .4ND
OTHER, MILLINERY,
Much of it worth fully double our
prices, We buy most of it direct from
importers and manufacturers. This
department is now making clearing
sale prices.
WASH 00011$ AND OTHER DRESS
Clearing sale prices bang made on
broken lots. Some are halt end less
of their original price.
Wash Suite at $1.50,42.50. $3.50
and $4.
Wash Skirts, 95e, $1.25, $1.60,
$1.75 and $2.
Handsome Silk Petticoats, both
that have been $1.50 and $1.75 a
pair 
SPECIAL CLEARING SALE PRICES
ON BACK AND SIDE COMBS.
The savings range from • fourth
to half the original price.
CLEARING 8.41,E PRICES ON
'OLO( R ED PARASOLS.
35c Lace Curtains in half pairs,
clearing sale price this week 25c to
50c each, out of pairs worth $1 to
$3.
A TREMENDOUS CLEARING MALE
OF SHOES AND SLIPPERS.
Big bunch Women' $1.50'Oxford ss
Men's $1.50 White Canvas Shoe,
and Oxfords, at $1 a pair,
A 'GREAT CLEARING MALE 01
MEN'S AND BOW SUITS.
Wonderful values demonstrating
anew the unequalled price making
powers of this store.
9.7c a pair.
FABRICS. hlark and colors, at $5.50 and hard Children's range at 15e, 20c. 25c, at $1 a pair.
Clearina sale prices for Mena
Corset Covers well made and dain- They all tarry clearing sale prices to get 35c, 45c, 50e, 65e, 75c, 90e and $1. $3.50 Oxfords at $2.75 a pair. Suits. $3.50, $5, $7, $8, $9, $10
tily trimmed, 24c, 39c. 49c, The and "w• EMBROIDERIES AND LACES AT worth $1.50 each. $2.50•Oxfords at $1.75 a pair. $11, $12.50 and $15, worth from
96e, worth 11.26. Sheer printed fabrics at 10c, worth
20c.
CLEARING MALE PRICES.
Exceptional values at Sc, 7c and
REMARKABLE SALE CHINA AND
• JAP .MATTIN08.
Men's $1.50 Oxfords $1 a pair.
Children's $1 Oxfords 75e a pair.
$1.50 to $5 more a suit,
Splendid Gowns, 49c, 59e. 75e, Dimities at Sc. o tb 10c. 10c a yard. The prices are prices to sell them. Men'e $3.60 Pat. Oxfords $2.65 a Clearing sale prices for 11-
9ar. $1. $1.15. $1.25 and $1.50 each. Imported white est( Linens, 36 BELTS AT CLEARING SALE The values are better than regular pair. Knee Pant Snits, 95e, $1.25, $1
akirts--the values are exceptional inches wide, at 25c, orth 35c. PRI('ES, matting values. Men's 42.15 Pat. Shoes $2.50. $2. $2.60, $3, $3.50 and $4 for Suit(
:i9c.. 76c, $1, $1.25 and $1.50
each. The materials In our $1.25
WOMEN'S READY- )-WEAR DE-
PARTME 'T.
Sc, Sc, 10c, 12e, 1St', 19c, and 24c,
worth double and moie.
LACK CURTAINS. '
50 pairs of Lace Curtains, only one
Men's $4 rli Oxfords 12.76,
Men's $2.5$-Tan Oxfords $1.65,
(bat have been $5.
MIEN'S AND 1301"W-SHIRT14.
Skirt would cost you more than we Many new Skirts and new Waists tAtui unix AND 1421,K GLOVES. Pair of a kind in this lot, choice at .,, Men's White Tennis Shoes end Ox- A clearing male of Ben's and Boys
ire' selling this Skirt for. arr!vint -,e, 60e, Rea $1 and at $115. $1 and 11 25 a pair.' fords, 60e qualities. nt 47,e a pair 50e negligee Shirts attA 9e eachHarbour's Department Store North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY
1
